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PeterRouse '68
new chief of staff

By MICHAEL BROPHY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Former Associate Dean of Multicultural Affairs and Director of
the Pugh Center Shontae Praileau
said that one of the reasons she
found the College attractive was
that it "is so socially isolated." As
such, she saw Colby as having the
potential to be "an experimental
lab of diversity [where] we can
create the type of inclusive campus
environment that we want."
After handing in her resignation
on Monday, September 27,
Praileau parted ways with the social experiment she joined when
she replaced Noel James on July 1
this past summer. With her departure there has been a significant
backlash from both students and
faculty members regarding the
state of diversity at the College.
While neither Praileau nor Vice
President for Student Affairs and
Dean of Students James Terhune
would comment on her specific
reasons for resigning, it is clear
that Praileau 's reasons for leaving
were on the administrative side of
her duties.
In response to hearing that Terhune told the Echo she resigned,
Praileau said , "Oh is that what he
told you?" However, she refused
to elaborate or provide any more
detail into her reasons for leaving
other than that her specific position
was not a good fit for her.
"What I feel about the position
is different [than] what I feel about
the college ," she said. "Although
I' m not in this position anymore,
and the position did not work
out...I hope our paths still cross"
in the future.
According to its website, the
Pugh Center "provides a hub for
programs and activities that promote intercultural communication
and understanding on campus."
The Pugh Center opened in
September 1996, as "a direct result
of the campus discussions about
the need for a multicultural venue,
initiated by the requests of the Student of Color United for Change in
the Spring of 1994 ," according to
an article from the September 26,
1996 issue of the Echo.
See PRAILEAU, Page 3

By COURTNEY YEAGER
MANAGING EDITOR

President Obama announced
Pete Rouse '68 as his new interim chief of staff on Oct I.
Rouse was appointed immediatel y
following
Rahm
Emanuel's resi gnation , due to
his decision to run in Chicago 's
upcoming mayoral race.
After graduating from the
College , Rouse received an
Master in Public Administration
from the John F. Kennedy
School of Government at Harvard University in 1977. He
worked with various members
Peter Rouse '68 will take over Rahm Emanuel s' position as interim chief of staff in President Barack Obama s' cabinet beginning Oct. I.

Suicideand cyber-bulfyingat Rutgers
By ALUSON EHRENREICH
NEWS EDITOR

Rutgers University first-year
student Tyler Clementi, of Ridgewood, NJ , jumped off the George
Washington Bridge and took his
life on Friday, September 22 after
his roommate and another student
secretly filmed and then posted
footage of dementi's intimate encounter with another man online,
according to authorities. His body
was found in the Hudson River on
Wednesday, September 29.
Rutger 's first-year students
Dharun ftavi—Clementi's roommate—and Molly Wei , both 18,
are facing serious criminal
charges, including invasion of
privacy. Middlesex County Prosecutor Bruce J. Kaplan said that
hate charges against the students
are on the table under New Jersey 's hate-crime laws. Such a
move could raise punishment
from five to 10 years in prison.
Websites have cropped up dedicated to defending the innocence
of the students, while others proclaim that the pair should be
charged with manslaughter.
An October 1 article from
NPR.org said, regarding the potential charge of a hate crime, that
"The legal question has to do with

the motive. A person can be found
guilty of a bias crime in New Jersey if the jury agrees that he or she
committed a crime because of a
belief that the victim is a member
of a protected group, such as a
racial minority or gay."
It is a fourth-degree crime ,
under New Jersey law, to "collect
or view images depicting nudity
or sexual contact involving another individual without that inconsent
and
a
dividual's
third-degree crime to transmit or
distribute such images....The
penalty for a third-degree offense
can include a prison term of up
to five years" according to a September 29 article in The Daily
Targum, Rutgers ' student paper.
Interviews with over 30 students on the Hill found that only
just over half had heard about
Clementi. Students surveyed overwhelmingly agreed that Ravi and
Wei should be charged with invasion of privacy. On the issue of
whether exposing dementi's sexual activities online was a bias
crime, students surveyed were
split. Over half said it should be
considered a bias crime, however
a handful hesitated to say that it
would be—many cited the fact
that they could not confirm , nor
did they have enough evidence to

conclude that this crime was motivated by hate or homophobia.
Some students even said that they
had heard of similar issues at other
universities where sex tapes between heterosexual couples were
exposed online.
At the center of the tragedy is
social media. It began when Ravi
sent a Twitter message on Tuesday, September 19 that read ,
"Roommate asked for the room
till midnight. I went into

molly 's room and turned on my
webcam. I saw him making out
with a dude. Yay."
It ended on September 22 at
8:42 p.m. when Clementi posted
this message on his Facebook
page: "Jumping off the gw
bridge sorry."
According to the NPR article, a
gossip website called Gawker found
postings on, "a graphic gay-oriented
See RUTGERS, Page 2
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FALL GRACES MAINE

There's a
saying around
the White
House, 'Let's
let Pete fix it,'
and he does.
Barack Obama

United States President

of Congress for more than 30
years and spent 18 of those
years as South Dakota Senator
Tom Daschle's chief of staff. He
intended to retire when Daschle
lost the 2004 election , but a
friend of Obama 's asked Rouse
to be Obama 's chief of staff
when he was an Illinois Senator,
and he eagerly accepted.
Rouse began preparing for
Obama 's presidential bid before
Obama had even decided to run.
As reported by a Washington Post
publication , Rouse said he tried
to "set up [Obama 's] operation ,
get a good team in place...[and]
get a good structure....I'll lay that
foundation , and we'll see what
happens." Two years later,
Obama ran for president.
Rouse accompanied Obama to
the White House in 2008 as one
of the president 's three special
advisers, alongside David AxelSee ROUSE Page 3
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Tf ie leaves are starting to change asf a l lsets in. Striking autumnal colorsframe a dilapidated farmhouse as Miller Tower rises in the distance.

Entrepreneurialspirit on the Hill
By EVA ZENILMAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After working all summer to
devise a p lan to promote entrcpreneurship among the student body
and in Central Maine, the Career
Center launched its new initiative,
the Entrepreneurial Alliance (EA),
Thursday. September 23.
The event took p lace during
Colby Alumni Network (CAN)
weekend. Four speakers presented at a reception and dinner:
Ken Young '68 . the executive director of Kennebec Valley Council of Governments (KVCOG).
Mike Dugay. the director of development services for the City
of Augusta. Roger Woolsey, the
director of the College 's Career
Center and Mark Johnson "96.
the senior director of Travel Centric Daily Web magazines for
Conde Nast Di gital.
Consisting of 35-37 students ,
the EA is similar to the Colby
Connect program in that it provides workshops to sophomores ,
juniors and seniors interested in
entrepreneurship. However , the
EA is only a one-year program.
"Because entrepreneurship is interdisciplinary regardless of
major, any bod y can participate
in the program because they will
learn skills and competencies
that comp lement the liberal arts
education. " Woolsey said.
Those skills and competencies include problem solving,
conceptualizing and relying on
critical execution. One purpose
of the workshops is to help prepare the students for the business
competition
second
semester. Though not required,
students partici pating in the

competition will create a business prospectus relating to Central Maine for the competition.
Wtth grant money set aside for
the winners , the students will
present their business plans at a
forum in front of a panel of
judges made up of parents ,
alumni and community leaders,
as well as members of the Kennebec Valley Entrepreneurial
Network (KVEN).
KVEN , launched September 9,
2010 , also stemmed from the motivation to promote entrepreneurship in Central
Maine and to
create more enterprise , business, wealth and
jobs. "We know
that job creation
is done largel y
by small busithat
nesses,
small business
are
entrepreneurial by nature, that small
business people
and
entrepreneurs need to be
supported in their efforts to create
jobs and that the network and Alliance are one effective means to
that end ," Young said. Young
partnered with Woolsey. Dugay,
Assistant Director of the Career
Center and Internship Coordinator Erica Humphrey and others, to
create KVEN along with the EA.
Banks, venture capitalists, local
government officials and economic
development professionals form
some of the network's membership
similar to the EA.
The service providers, municipalities and entrepreneurs that
make up the network will provide

information and support to other
entrepreneurs. Right now, KVEN is
reaching out to gain new interest
and membership, and Woolsey
hopes that surrounding colleges and
educational institutions will become involved.
The College is the only liberal arts institution that has this
relationship with a regional entrepreneurial development system. It is important that students
on the Hill assist in producing
sustainable services within the
Central Maine Market , which
needs help, because "every
student
that
goes through
Colby is
a
member of the
Central Maine
community, "
Woolsey said.
"[Colby is] the
oldest living
sibling to Central Maine."
Part of the
relationship between EA and
KVEN is that
the students will be able to get internships with local entrepreneurs
and members of KVEN.
KVEN has developed a threepronged approach, which strives to
increase the workforce and tackle
the job creation challenges. "We
know that to be more prosperous
we need to create new jobs. We
know that we need high wage,
hi gh value jobs to attract and retain people in the region," Young
said. "We were convinced that
more needed to be done to increase our competitive position."
The strategy focuses on developing and enhancing the quality

and quantity of the workforce, a
system that fosters and encourages
entrepreneurship and a workforce
strategy for the health care industry.
On a smaller scale , the students in the EA will begin cultivating their entrepreneurial
spirit by attending the workshops this semester. Humphrey
has worked on bringing in community leaders to facilitate
workshops such as "Bringing an
Idea to Life", "Entrepreneur 's
Guide to Business Law" and
"Funding Alternatives."
Woolsey, who arrived on the
Hill in February 2008, had several
conversations with students about
entrepreneurship which contributed to the inspiration to create
the EA. Daniel Hussey ' 13, a premed student and a science, technology and society major, is one
member of the EA. "I became a
member of the Entrepreneurial Alliance because it offers a resource
to learn about business development and can help connect me to
resources that can help me get my
business up and running (through
potential investors, etc)," Hussey
said. Hussey has already exhibited
his entrepreneurial spirit by purchasing a web domain , which he
is currently develop ing into a
website called liberalartscolleges.com. The website will act as
a resource for college bound students to learn about the liberal arts
college experience.
Hussey is just one example of
a student who has already found
success as an entrepreneur. "The
definition of entrepreneurship is
pursuing an endeavor," Woolsey
said. "As students pursue their
entrepreneurial spirit, they should
also remember that the greatest
risk in life is not taking one. "

text, tweet, stream and post.
"And the outcry over proper
punishment is also part of the continuing debate about how to handle personal responsibility and
freedom. Just how culpable is an
online bull y in someone 's decision
to end a life?"
These sentiments were echoed
by students surveyed on the Hill. It 's
a delicate line to walk, and these are
questions that have made cyber-bullying difficult to punish in the past.
According to an October 3 article in The Daily Targum, "Middlesex County College first-year
student Paul Zilber, an acquaintance of Clementi, said it is difficult to find a safe zone at the
University. 'There is no safe zone
at Rutgers,' Zilber said. 'A safe
zone is somewhere people can go
to be themselves without the fear
of being harassed or judged. ' Zilber said people do not speak out
about the issue as often as they
should until a tragedy like this occurs. 'I am devastated by this
tragedy. I can't sleep at night thinking about what happened,' he said."
Here on the Hill , out gay student and member of the College 's gay-straight alliance The
Bridge , Patrick Adams ' 13
spoke about degrees of safety
here for gay students. "In a

p h ysical sense 1 don 't think
safety is a major issue at
Colby." he said. "However, the
degree to which students feel
comfortable enough to be themselves is a much bi gger problem. I bet it is not uncommon
for students to develop depression , or unsafe drinking habits ,
for examp le , as a result of the
social environment on campus.
I have an amazing group of
friends and teammates who
treat me no differently than if I
were strai ght , so I feel perfectly
safe , but I' m sure a closeted
freshman would think very differentl y. Unfortunately I think
far more people are dealing
with these unspoken internal issues—that can ultimatel y lead
to suicide—than we realize."
Andrew Cox M l , is also out
on campus. He said he feels
safe here , but not comfortable.
"While gay students * personal
safety is not at issue, the general campus culture of tolerance
rather than acceptance makes
being an out gay student on
campus difficult," he said. The
same culture exists at Rutgers ,
Cox said , but the College can
learn from it. "We can ask ourselves how the small indiscretions we let happen daily on our

own campus can affect students
of all minority groups , and we
can ask ourselves how we , as
members of the Colby community, can commit to having the
difficult conversations with
people that change behaviors
and change minds. Rejecting
the idea that 'gay ' or 'slut '...are
just words and aren 't meant to
be offensive is the onl y way to
eradicate the remnants of discrimination in an otherwise inclusive student body."

The College is
the only liberal
arts institution
that has this
relationship
with a regional
entrepreneurial
development
system.

Victim 's bullies may be tried f or hate crime
From RUTGERS , Page 1

website after realizing his roommate
was 'spying' on him with a webcam."
According to the NPR article ,
"The author described his conflicted feelings [on the gay-oriented website] after reading his
roommate's tweets about the author kissing a guy in their room
while he watched from afar.
Should he report his roommate
or request a room change?
Would either help or just make
things worse? The author later
wrote that he told a resident assistant about the filming—and
that he unp lugged his roommate 's computer and searched
the room for hidden cameras before another liaison. "
The tragedy has once again
brought up the question of how to
address cyber-bullying. As an October 2 article in the New York
Times by John Schwartz asked,
"What should the punishment be
for acts like cyberbullying and online humiliation?
"That question is as difficult to
answer as how to integrate our
values with all the things in our
lives made of bits, balancing a
right to privacy with the urge to

Getting Help for
Depression on Campus
Health Center Counseling
services.
Contact:Patti Newmen
(pnnewmen@colby.edu)

Active Minds - Group Dedicatee
to student Mental Health.
Contact: Abigail Myers
(asmyers@colby.edu)

National Suicide
Prevention Hotline

a free, 24-hour hotline available
to anyone in suicidal
crisis or emotional distress

1-800-273~TALK (8255)
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Cunkelman spent the summerinterning at The Boston Globe Magazine.

Cunkelman s essay in
Boston Globe Mag.
By SARAH LYON
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

When Nick Cunkelman ' ' 11
left the Hill last spring to spend
a semester at St. Catherine 's
College in Oxford, England , he
not only met new classmates
and professors , but he also noticed a si gnificant change in
the academic culture. Cunkelman wrote an essay about his
time overseas while interning
at the Boston Globe Magazine
this summer, and the publication featured his piece in its
Sunday, September 26 issue.
Cunkelman's essay focused
mainly on the British students* determination and strong work ethic.
"1 wanted to do some kind of opinion piece [and] my editor [suggested] doing
something about
[my] experience
a b r o a d , "
Cunkelman said.
W h i l e
studying at St.
Catherine 's,
Cunkelman
noticed a difference
in
terms of his
peers ' dedication to their
education. "As
much as they tried to downp lay
it , my fellow scholars took their
studies , and their place in college, quite seriously," Cunkelman wrote in his essay. With
students taking classes solely in
their major, the liberal arts element is minimal. "...[YJou 're so
focused on this one course of
study, [and] your cultural education is much more informal. ..,"
Cunkelman said.
C u n k e l m a n had hoped to
study at O x f o r d U n i v e r s i t y
s i n c e t h e end of his freshman y e a r on the H i l l . St.
C a t h e r i n e 's , a more modern
school , is one of 39 colleges
a f f i l i a t e d w i t h the U n i v e r sity and is home to onl y 800
s t u d e n t s , C u n k e l m a n said .
"...[I]t was a c t u a l l y great
because in t h a t sense it was
probabl y t h e most C o l b y -

l i k e of t h e c o l l e g e s . It was
r e a l l y s o c i a l . . ..it was known
as one of the strongest comm u n i t i e s in Oxford. "
Cunkelman studied at St.
Catherine 's for two terms, taking a total of four classes , the
norm for visiting American students. "One course met once a
week for one hour and the other
met once every two weeks for
one hour ," Cunkelman said. In
the meantime, "you have a reading list and you have a library
and you have yourself."
Taking classes alongside the
British
students prompted
Cunkelman to put m a x i m u m
effort into his learning. "Inspired by the standard they set ,
I took to the books more than
ever," he wrote in his essay.
However, despite their focus
on academics,
"[the
St.
C a t h e r i n e 's
students] work
hard , play hard
as much as we
do ," Cunkelman said.
As a philosophy
major,
Cunkelman had
the opportunity
to work one-onone with a Univeristy-provided
tutor and explored an entirely new
curriculum. "1 would submit a
course title to my college either
from the lecture lists or by pure
imagination and our advisor would
find us the expert within the Uni,"
he said. Frequent lectures also
served as opportunities for Cunkelman to diverge from his usual
schedule. "In this sense you can
'take' a lot of classes that you can't
at Colby," he said. "I took 'Ethics
and Climate Change,' for examp le,
and was in class with a mix of 20year-olds and middle-agers."
Although Cunkelman said he
is still experiencing reverse
culture shock back on the Hill,
he was pleasantly surprised
with his classmates' reaction to
his essay. "I' ve gotten a lot of
kudos , I wasn 't expecting that
at all ," he said. "It reminds me
wh y I love this place."

Cunkelman's
essay focused
mainly on the
British students'
determination
and strong work
ethic.
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Class of 2014 presidentselected Fallelectionsheld
By YANA MAYAYEVA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Newly-elected Class of 2014
presidents Brandan Rivard and Cole
Yaverbaum began to show signs of
leadership only days after they ar-

rived on the Hill , when they carried
their COOT2 leader two and a half
miles because she had sprained her
ankle. Just a few weeks later, the
two first-years joined forces,
knocked on residence hall doors and
discussed their campaign platform

COURTESY- OF 8RANDAN RIVAHC

Rivard and Yaverbaum met on COOT and are looking forward to
representing the Class of 2014.

with the Class of 2014.
First-year class president elections ran from September
28
through September 30, when Rivard
and Yaverbaum won against Ines
Castro '14 and Wayne Kim '14 in a
run-off vote.
Rivard and Yaverbaum had their
fair share of experience to bring to
the table, and were drawn to the Hill
because of the College's friendly atmosphere and focus on academics.
Rivard, who is from Manchester,
New Hampshire, served as Student
Government President during his
senior year of high school, played on
four varsity sports teams and dedicated his free time to coaching third
and fourth grade basketball. On the
Hill , he plays for the men 's soccer
team and plans to major in Economics. Yaverbaum, of Larchmont, New York, held the
positions of both SGA Vice President and Treasurer in high school,
co-authored a book on the college
admissions process and hel ped
build a schoolhouse in Tanzania.
She plans to major in English at
the College and hopes to participate in the Colby Volunteer Center
(CVC) and mentor for Colby
Cares About Kids (CCAK).

Rivard and Yaverbaum put a particular stress on accessibility during
their campaign. "It 's all about what
the people want," Rivard said. The
presidents demonstrated that they
understood the importance of being
in tune with the student body. Rivard
and Yaverbaum wanted the Class of
2014 to understand they were just
like their peers: spending their Sundays at Miller Library, getting lateni ght quesadillas at The Spa and
decorating their dorms with Christmas lights. The two wanted the
members of the Class of 2014 to feel
comfortable introducing themselves
and voicing their opinions, whether
through e-mails or an anonymous
suggestion box. "Don 't hesitate to
get to know us!" they both said.
In hopes of unifying the class, Rivard and Yaverbaum plan to hold a
class dinner each semester and organize other class-bonding activities.
They will be meeting with the rest of
the student government shortly, and
they can't wait to discuss their ideas
with the executive board. "It 's really
what you make of it," Rivard said,
demonstrating his awareness that it
was solely up to him and Yaverbaum
to take full advantage of their newly
acquired position.

College alum will serve in Obama 's cabinet
From ROUSE Page 1

rod and Valerie Jarrett. Rouse is
credited with taking over
Obama 's plan to close Guantanamo Bay 's terrorist detention
camps—a daunting task which he
eagerly tackled.
In his new position as chief
of staff . Rouse will be responsible for guiding policy and

politics , responding on behalf
of the administration in interviews and managing the president 's Cabinet among other
tasks. Although Rouse 's colleagues describe him as quiet ,
White House Press Secretary
Robert Gibbs said that "Pete 's
strategic sense has played a big
part in the direction of virtually
every bi g decision that 's made
inside the White House," ABC

News reported.
The "interim" prefix of his
new title imp lies that Rouse
may only be a temporary solution to Emanuel' s sudden resi gnation. A permanent chief of
staff replacement should be
chosen after the November 2
midterm elections , and Gibbs
said that Rouse may continue in
his new position.
The six years Rouse has

Colby 's inability to retain students
from underrepresented backgrounds in comparison with their
retention rates for other students
(see page eight for the full letter).
Education Professor Mark Tappan, who both signed the letter to
the Echo and helped facilitate
Monday 's meeting, said that he believes Praileau's departure is bringing some serious diversity
concerns to the forefront of Colby
community members' attention. He
also said that , although Praileau 's
resignation is unfortunate, there is
"definitely faculty energy [and]

tion s point of view, "Our focus at
this point is focusing on what students need here. " There will be
some advising dean reassigning to
make sure all students have advising deans, and they will make sure
that any "major components of her
job are picked up in the immediate term."
Additionall y, the Administration has been reaching out to PCB ,
Pugh groups and the Student Government Association (SGA) to
make sure they know that "there 's
not going to be a disruption " in
their scheduled programming or
their daily operations because of
Praileau 's departure.
Even if there is no disruption in
programming, the disruption in
leadership for the Pugh Center is
undeniable. Praileau was the third
director of the Pugh Center in four
years and the fifth director in nine
years. Not all of the directors have
left because of problems with the
administration, however. The previous associate dean of multicultural affairs and director of the
Pugh Center Noel James left because her husband, former Vice
President for College Relations
Richard Ammons, took a new job
at Duke University in North Carolina. The director before James
was Sammie Robinson , who returned to work in Admissions,
where he had worked prior to his
job as director of the Pugh Center.
SGA President Leslie Hutchings expressed her frustration with
what she perceives as a high
turnover rate for faculty recently.
"The turnover rate with deans
and faculty members is really frustrating to students....The good
thing about having faculty that stay
a long time is that they can help
carry on initiatives or keep momentum going [once students leave],"
she said. "We've seen it with Dave
McGraw, Kelly Wharton , Noel
James and Todd Herrmann... .1
think a lot of students are like
'what 's going on?'" Hutchings said.
Although Preileau was only on
the Hill for a brief 90 days, it seems
that her unexpected departure has
opened up a can of worms that the
College will have to address.

Resignation sparks emotions
From PRAILEAU, Page 1

Praileau 's departure has sparked
a series of heated conversations
among students, faculty members
and administrators about the current state of diversity on the Hill .
This past Friday, October 1, the
Committee on Race and Racism
and the Committee on Multicultural Affairs called via the General
Announcements a meeting that
took place Monday, October 4 at
noon in the Dana Fairchild Room.
Both students and faculty members used the meeting as a chance
to voice their opinions and concerns on a whole variety of issues
surrounding the state of multiculturalism on the Hilt. Both spoke
passionately about Praileau 's positive contributions to the College
and about their frustration over her
decision to leave—and the lack of
explanation regarding her specific
reasons for resigning.
Among the topics covered, several important questions were proposed, often more than once, that
did not receive immediate or direct
answers from the members of the
Administration present. The questions ran the gamut from "Why did
Praileau leave, and why can 't the
school say anything about it?" to
"Why doesn 't Colby have an overarching senior position to oversee
diversity on campus?"
After the lecture , Sonya Mahabir ' I I , Pugh Community Board
(PCB) chair in the 2009-10 school
year, posted a list of the seniorlevel multicultural affairs officers
in other New England Small College
Atheltic
Conference
(NESCAC) schools who work in
the president 's office or report directly to the president , as well as a
list of other staff members "specificall y and officially concerned
with Multicultural Affairs." All of
the NESCAC schools except for
Tufts and Colby have both seniorlevel and associate level positions
specifically concerned with diversity. Mahabir 's full Digest post can
be seen on the Echo s' blog at
blog.thecolbyecho.com.
Additionall y. 10 faculty members wrote a letter to the Echo exnlaininu their concern with

The questions
ran the gamut
from , "Why did
Praileau leave
and why can 't
the school say
anything about
it?" to "Why
doesn't Colby
havean overarching
senior position
to oversee diversity
on campus?"
definitel y student energy " around
making change as a result.
Tappan does not know exactly
what type of change the College
needs to make, but he said that it
needs to be dramatic. "What we
really need to be thinking about is
on the level of abolishing fraternities," he said. "We need to be that
brave, be that bold , be that courageous, be that willing to risk upsetting the way we do business
here to really address this" issue of
retaining students from underrepresented backgrounds.
Tappan said that a number of
faculty members "feel like one
change that would be good would
be a chief diversity officer who reports right to the president. "
As for how Praileau 's position
will be covered immediatel y, Terhune said that from administra-

News Editor Allison Ehrenreich
contributed ivportmu to this article

spent working with Obama may
help him secure the job .
"There 's a saying around the
White House , 'Let 's let Pete fix
it ,' and he does ," Obama said in
a 2008 interview , as reported
by ABC News. Rouse is "as
well-connected , and as wellknown and as popular and as
smart and as savvy a person
there is on Capitol Hill ,"
Obama said.

By SARAH LYON
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Students cast their online ballots for the first-year class presidents , as well as several dorm presidents , in the Student Government Association (SGA) elections September 28.
Class of 2014 presidents Brandan Rivard '14 and Cole Yaverbaum '14 won in a run-off election against Ines Castro '14 and
Wayne Kim '14 September 30.
Several dorm president elections resulted in run-offs as well ,
with Michael Stephens '13 receiving the vote for Mary Low dorm
president and Travis Gomez-Phillips '14 receiving the vote for
Marriner Hall September 30.
SGA announced the results for the remaining residence halls
September 29. Cameron Cox ' 11 will represent the Alfond Apart ments , Saboor Sheerazi ' 13 will represent A v e n l l Hall , Lon
Ayanian ' 14 will represent Goddard-Hodgkins Hall and Stephanie
Scarpato ' 11 will serve as the off-campus representative for the
2010-2011 school year.

FROM THE DEANS OFFICE

September
DisciplinaryReport
Senior Associate Dean Paul Johnston provided the Echo
with the Disciplinary statistics from the month of September
13 cases of: Underage consumption of Beer & Wine - 12 were
placed on Disciplinary Warning, while 1 ree 'd Disciplinary Probation
through January 2011 (due to 2nd alcohol offense - first alcohol offense occurred last year).
4 cases of: Underage consumption of Hard Alcohol - all 4 were
placed on Permanent Hard Alcohol Probation.
2 cases of: Weapons violation (pellet gun) - both were placed on
Disciplinary Warning.
1 case of: Disorderly Conduct - student was placed on Disciplinary Warning, plus letter of apology to those impacted by the behavior.
Number of alcohol-related Emergency Room visits:
Sept. '10:

11

Sept. '09:

6
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Joseph Family Spa gains popularity over the years
during their years as owners of
the Spa, and m doing so formed
lifelong friendships. Al Joseph
¦\sk the students on campus
*54. the fourth Joseph brother,
how they feel about the Spa and
said. "It was throug h these
thej will most likelv all answer the
friendships that the naming of
same way: they love it Students on
the 'Spa ' to the Joseph Famil y
the Hill love the quesadillas , sweet
Spa became a reality. "
potato fries and freshl y baked
He added that part of the reachocolate chip cookies, but they
son behind the name "the Spa" is
the fact that it serves as "a place
love its atmosphere even more
They love that it 's a place where
for relaxation and invigoration
they can work or hang out with
and a perfect retreat from life 's
friends, and the> love the people
dail y stresses."
who work there everyday.
Dave Hartley, manager of the
,
Spa and the Pub, has held his
The Joseph Family Spa
position since the completion of
w h i c h has been a fixture on the
campus since the 1950s , was the 2007 renovations. He values
first owned by Joe Joseph and
his time working at the Spa
originall y shared a space with
because it allows him to get to
the bookstore located on the know customers: "what their
ground floor of Miller Library.
regular orders are. who their
family is and what their interWhen Joe passed away in 1954 ,
his brothers John and Peter took
ests are."
the reins of the business
"It 's incredible to hear about
[students J
As the Spa 's
experiences, see
popularity
them grow and
grew over the
mature and be a
years,
it
part of students '
changed
to
accommodate
first experience
the increased
from
away
crowd
locahome," Hartley
tions
severa l
said. "We have
times. It first
the rare experience to make
moved
from
the
ground
that an easy
adjustment."
floor of the
The
staff.
library to the
basement
in
Hartley
said ,
"are excellent."
Roberts, and
then relocated
Dave Hartley Indeed , five or
to the space that
six emp loyees
Spa & Pub Manager
have won the
now houses the
Marchesc Blue
Circle
of
Light
Pub ,
C u s t o m e r
Excellence Award during their
Finall y, as a result of the renovations of Cotter Union in May
time at the Spa. Sodexo presents
2007 . the Spa moved to its curThe
Circle
of
Customer
rent location .
Excellence Award once a month
brothers
to an on-campus Sodexo employThe
Josep h
employed many Colby students ee. Although the staff are proud of
By LEAH WALPUCK
NEWS STAFF

It 's incredible
to hear about
[students ']
experiences , see
them grow and
mature and be a
part of students '
first experience
away from home.

CHRIS KASPFiAK, THE COLBY ECHO

Students gather at the Joseph Family Spa to curb their appetites at 1 a.m. on a Saturday night with quesadillas, frenchfries and nachos.
these awards, they place much
more value on their lasting bonds
with students on the Hill.
Like Hartley. Becky Sugden
has been working at the Spa
since its 2007 reopening; she has
won the Circle of Customer
Excellence Award twice. As the
Cook Four at the Spa she both
cooks and serves as production
manager, overseeing food production and the creation of special menus.
"I love my job ," Sugden said.
"Before 1 came here 1 was in
Dana. It feels so much more intimate working here than Dana.
[Here"! 1 learn what everyone
eats We care about everyone
that comes."

She expressed sentiments similar to Hartley, stating that she

and her co-workers enjoy "being
able to bring comfort to people ,
and make sure that they 're not
overlooked. We're getting busier
and busier every year, and that 's
a testament."
Spencer Gopaul '13 , one of
two students working at the Spa
this semester, said, "It 's a lot of
fun working here. The staff is
really accommodating and fun."
However, just like the rest of the
staff, what he enjoys most about
his job "is talking with all the students who come every day for a
quick snack."
Since the Spa 's popularity is
at an all-time hi gh , many of the
College 's students have been
asking why last year 's extended
hours on Friday and Saturday
nights are no longer in effect.

Hartley said that the Spa 's
newly reduced hours are not a
result of staffing or budget
problems. Rather, the later
hours did not carry over into
this year because they "jeopardized the safety of students"
and "compromised the quality
of the service."
After 1:00 a.m., students came
back from the "local bars and
there would be people on tables
dancing, climbing poles—risky
behavior," Hartley said.
When asked about what it 's
like to work late nights in the
Spa , Hartley said it "can be both
entertaining
and
annoying.
Peop le taking food that isn 't
theirs compromises service but it
can be entertaining—the students are having a good time ,

and it 's a fun environment to be
working in."
Sugden also said that on weekend nights she feels the "interactions are more relaxed" and that
things become even more "personal"—employees form relationships with students that they
carry over into their day shifts
and everyday lives.
Hartley, whose favorite Spa
meal is the Sugarloafer, and
Sugden, whose favorite meal is,
naturally, Becky 's Flatbread
Chicken Sandwich, are just two
employees among many with
whom you should be acquainted with.
They bake fresh cookies daily,
make anywhere between 100 to
125 quesadillas a day, and they
want to get to know you.

practice a trip to the Spa can seem
more enticing than ensuring your
group is still together before you
leave a party.
As always, the simplest way to
avoid any of these complications
is to avoid these dangerous situations entirel y, and thus limit your
alcohol consumption.
Fortunately, according to the
Garrison Foster Health Center, no
sexual assaults have been reported
on campus in the last year.
However, this does not mean that
none have occurred. Sexual
assaults are often underreported for
a variety of reasons. Staff at the
Health Center say that stones of
sexual assault come up during
counseling sessionsand in patients'
histories, but the victims almost
always do not want to get involved
in legal proceedings. Their hesitance often stems from a wish
to forget what happened or to
avoid turning the situation into
public knowledge.
In fact , when students were
interviewed about sexual
assault on campus , many were
surprised to hear that none
have been reported this year.
Many students on campus
know fellow students who
have, at some point , been victimized in this manner. They
say that their friends didn 't
report the assaults because
they didn 't want to deal with
the hassle of reporting them or
figured they were just part of
the hook-up scene .
When asked if they knew
what resources were available
on campus for sexual assault
victims , many students cited
the Health Center and
Counseling
services .
However, almost all these students also stated that they did
not recommend such services
to friends who may have been
victims because they did not

feel it was right to interfere.
Many of the students expressed
this fear of interferingwhen asked
if they would stop one of their
friends from leaving a parry.As
was mentioned in the Echo article
referenced earlier, most students
would only interfere if it was obvious that their friend was in a state
of inebriation that would limit his
or her ability to make rational
decisions or if the individual he or
she were leaving with had an
unsavory reputation. Otherwise,
they felt it was their friend's right
to leave, even if he or she had been
drinking.
There are several things students
at the College can do to stand up
against sexual assault For one, students can take the MyColby pledge,
a student-run initiative that is aimed
at guaranteeing every student 's

safety and is being run from
October 4-15. This week SHOC
will be asking the student body
what they think will make Colby a
safer community and will be compiling their answers into a pledge
that everyone can sign.
Students also have the option
to participate in the Green Dot
Campaign, a national movement
that aims to stop sexual assault
before it occurs.
So whether you take a more
active role in the fight against sexual assault, or just stop your friend
from making a regrettable mistake,
please help ensure that no student
ever feels unsafe on campus.
For additional information and
counseling, contact the College
Health Center or call the Sexual
Assault Crisis and Support Center
ofWaterville at 1-800-871-6641.

Sexual assault on campus: a hidden but real threat

NICK lOOrCE/THE COlflV ECHC

SHOC will be in Pulver f o r the next two weeks promoting the Green Dot Campaign on the campus.

By STUDENT HEALTH
ON CAMPUS
It ' s a Saturday night, and
you ' re at yet another party in the
Apartments You and your friends
have had a couple of drinks ,
you 've been dancing and everything is great One of your friends
leaves early with someone she
met at the party, and you think
nothing o\ tt
In most cases, there is nothing
more to think about This is college , everyone is an adult and is
capable of making his or her own
decisions To quote a student from
a previous Ei ho article entitled
"Friends lei friends hook-up
drunk .": "Who wants friends interfering with their sex life? No one "
Yet even though most hook ups
are benign, the potential risks of
today 's hook-up culture should
not be taken tightly, especially
when alcohol becomes involved.
Alcohol (-.111 contribute to regretted sex. sexual assault and even
rape: \ urt 's more, it can destroy
friendships and reputations
Student Health on Campus
( S I K H ) is launching a two-weck-

long campaign that addresses the
issue of sexual assault here on the
Hill. First , it is important to clarify
what exactly some of these words
mean. Sexual assault is defined as
the physical or verbal abuse of an
individual in a sexual manner,
ranging from unwanted sexual
threats and touching to rape.
Sexual assault is not gender-specific; both men
and women can
fall prey to it.
Regretted sex,
unlike assault, is
sex that was consentual
but
prompted guilty
or uneasy feelings in one of the
involved partners
after the fact.
An individual's consent is

Individuals can also withdraw a
previous statement of consent at
any point Thus, an individual's
expression of interest toward
someone else early in the night carriesno weight if said person denies
this interest at the point of sexual
contact later in the night.
So what does this mean for
you students on the Hill? Be on
guard whenever you find
yourself in a
circumstance
that involves
alcohol. Even
the nicest guys
and g irls can
find
themselves making
a decision they
will
later
regret because
of alcohol.
It is also important to keep
track of how much alcohol you
have consumed and what is in
your drink. Furthermore, try to
keep track of your friends; go out
as a group and leave as one as
well. Althoug h this p iece of
advice seems simple enough , in

Many students
on campus know
fellow students
who have, at
some point ,
been victimized
in this manner.

not considered valid if he or she is
exposed to any physical or verbal
pressure to coasent or is under the
influence of any substances at the
time of sexual contact. In fact,
under Maine state law. an individual who is intoxicated absolutely
cannot give consent.
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WHO'S WHO: MICHELLE RUSSELL 1
'1

OCTOBER BACHELOR AND BACHELORETTE: MATT CAREY 1
'1 & TASHA DE SHERBININ 1
'1

Matt Carey *11
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Michelle Russell '11 is an environmental studies major and art
minor with an interest in organic gardening and local foods.

Russell to speak
at upcoming local
foods conference

Senior joins top
Sodexo workers
to discuss f ood

Sodexo Inc., the company represented by Upton at the conference, is "the leading provider of
integrated food and facilities management services in the U.S.,"
according to its website. Dining
hall workers at the College are
By LAUREN FIORELU
contracted through Sodexo.
NEWS STAFF
"The Journey to Local" workshop will bring together voices
"I got this rainbow carrot seed from two campuses, Colby and
package and it has orange carrots UC Davis, that have "food proand yellow carrots and purple car- grams that are pushing the boundrots. It 's really cool!" Michelle aries of what [Sodexo has done]
Russell
'11
said.
An before.. .having more local, organic things that are being developed
Environmental Studies major and
Art minor with a concentration in on campus," Russell said.
painting, Russell clearly has a
The College is footing the bill
passion for gardening.
for Russell's trip to New Orleans
As a worker in Colby 's and her participation in the conOrganic Garden, affectionately ference. At the conference,
named "2 Feet 2 Bedrock ," Russell will have the opportunity
Russell is in constant contact with to attend other workshops.
"[The College] also wants me
Joseph Klaus, Assistant Director
of Dining Services. Together, the to go and learn different things
two decide which fresh veggies from peop le and bring that
will make it into the College's knowledge back and share it,"
dining halls.
Russell said.
"Joe was really helpful in relaOther opportunities for educations between the dining halls tional enrichment at the conferand the garden. [He figured out] ence include networking sessions
what the dining halls want and and self-guided tours of New
[had] the political will to make it Orleans. The CFSC has also
invited Michelle Obama to be the
happen ," Russell said.
It is due in part to this relation- closing keynote speaker.
ship, and certainly to her interest
Klaus, who is unable to attend
in organic gardening, that Russell the conference, invited Russell to
go in ms sieau.
nas oeen ashxa
In response
by the College
to why she
to speak at a
was
invited to
workshop
at
attend
the
this
year's
conference ,
C o m m u n ity
Russell said, "I
Food Security
think that peoCoalition
in
the
( C F S C )
p le
Environmental
Conference.
Studies departThis year 's
ment knew that
C F S C
I've been workConference is
ing at a commuaptly
named
nity-supported
"The Gumbo
that Unites Us
Michelle Russell farm." Russell
All." 2010 will
Class of 2011 has spent many
of her summers
mark the 14 th
working
at
year that the
's
CFSC has organized the event. Rosaly Garden in Peterborough ,
's
Since this year
theme is NH. She and her mother also
"Food , Culture and Justice ," helped start the Daloz Farm and
conference participants will
Mill Community Supported
focus primarily on food security Agriculture (CSA) in Hancock,
and social justice.
NH. "They were a small farm,
The conference will be held in they were trying to fi gure out
New Orleans from October 16- where to go [before we stepped
19. According to the conference in]," Russell said. Their CSA now
website, it will feature work- serves about 70 people.
"I've been involved with the
shops on topics such as "rebuilding local food economies, Colby garden since it started [in
2008]," Russell said. Eight to 10
environmental justice , public
health links , food policy councils people work in the garden regu[and] urban agriculture."
larly, and at least 30 people who
Russell will be traveling to the pitch in every once in a while.
"Lots of [underclassmen]
conference with Karen Upton, a
representative
of
Sodexo seem to be interested, which is
Campus Services, and James really
exciting
to
see
Boushka, marketing director for because...those of us who are
University Dining Services at seniors are happy to see those
UC Davis. As a team of three, people who have interest carry
they will be leading a workshop [the garden] forward."
Russell looks forward to
entitled "The Journey to Local—
Creating and Implementing a returning from the conference
Sustainability Plan."
with new knowledge to share.

...those of us
who are seniors
are happy to
see those people
who have
interest carry
[the garden]
forward .

Longing for a rugged , flannet-wearing Mainer to keep
you warm on those long, cold
October nights? Look no further than Vacationland's own
Matt Carey, a senior hailing
from York, a rough-and-tumble
township south of Portland.
The International Studies major
has spent the past eight summers picking lobsters in his
hometown and describes himself as "a typical Maine blue
collar hero."
Suffice it to say. Matt is a
man who 's not shy about getting his hands dirty and reeking of shellfish. This is a man
who punches in at the start of
the day, puts his head down
and gets his work done , fingers
weaving
skillfull y
through the perilous pincers of
American
lobsters ,
then
punches out at five o'clock
and heads to the local dive bar
with his fellow lobstermen to
crack open some Bud Heavies
and shoot some pool.
Matt is the sort of guy that
Springsteen would probably be
inspired to write a song about.
He might have written one
already. It mi ght be called
"Born in the U.S.A."
An accomplished athlete, in
hi g h school Matt p layed several

sports including soccer, hockey
and band (Matt played timpani ,
also called kettledrums). Here at
Colby he is a defender on the
Men 's Soccer team.
But don 't be fooled by Matt 's
rugged exterior. His blue-collar
demeanor and affinity for
Marden 's belies his cultured
side. A world traveler, he spent
last spring abroad in Spain
studying at the University of
Salamanca. While abroad , Matt
reall y pushed himself to his
intellectual limits , studying
Grammar, Culture and Cinema.
"It was fun ," said the typically
laconic Matt.
Get to know the enigmatic
senior a little bit better with
these fun facts :
Favorite food: Sandwiches
Favorite color: Fuchsia
Favorite TV show: Dora the
Exp lorer (his favorite character
is Swiper the Fox)
Favorite celebrity: A tie
between Brian McKnight and
Kevin Bacon
Favorite movie: Johnny Tsunami
Favorite geometrical shape:
Octagon
Favorite website:
emailxolby.edu

-Written by Dan Sidman
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Matt Carey '11 is a Maine native hoping to meet his dream woman.

Tasha De Sherbinin *11
Gentlemen of the Colby
Community', if you are even considering wooing the divine diva
whose dazzling picture is no
doubt the reason you 're reading
this , we urge you to proceed with
caution. Not every man can keep
up with this foxy, fun-loving,
fast-paced lady.
Born
and
raised
in
Massachusetts, Tasha is a
Human Development and
WGSS double major because
she has double the brains of
your average college student.
When she's not training for
marathons or dominating the
slopes of Sugarloaf, Tasha is
giving tours to prospective
students,
mentoring
her
CCAK kid , being the ultimate
COOT mama , spamming
seniors ' inboxes with TFA
materials and "icing" everyone in the Apartments.
How does she do it all , you
ask? The inordinate amount of
Vitamin Water she consumes
daily might have something to
do with it. Desp ite being so
busy, she always has time to stop
and chat. As a former high
school debate team star, Tasha
talks at an impressive rate of 97
words per minute, reducing an
average conversation length by
52 percent.

Don 't let her mom-car fool you;
Tasha's infamous twerking skills
landed her a spot in a Destiny 's
Child music video at the age of 12.
Her dance moves are now an international sensation—in Seville ,
Spain , where she spent last spring
performing her infamous "booty
back up" dance, all the locals
know her as "la loca chica."
Tasha is single and ming ling.
To find her on the weekends, look
for the mysterious girl in the
shades who is crushing Ruit
games and yelling things like "Oh
my God look at his backward
hat!" Tasha '5 looking for an
active , attractive guy in a Top
Gun p inny to cook her chocolate
chip pancakes and watch Gossip
Girl. If you think you can be the
Ying to her Yang, the Jay to her Z,
the Red to her Sox, then introduce
yourself to this gorgeous girl and
see if you can keep up.
Favorite Hobby: Inventing cryptic code names for attractive guys
on campus
Pet Peeves: The color orange and
people who puke in the Apartments
Turn On: Shoes with no socks
Turn Offi(s): Sexism, homophobia , racism, elitism

- Written by Leslie Hatchings,
Arielle Saporta. Christine Snow
and Annie Wardwell

NICK lOOlCE, THE COLBY ECHO

Tasha de Sherbinin '11 needs a man to keep up with her busy life.

Bates, Bowdoin compare bans
By LINDSAY PUTNAM
FEATURES EDITOR

Ever since the Campus Culture
Working Group 's original proposal of the hard alcohol ban in the
Fall of 2009, the College's alcohol-related hospitalization statistics have been a hot topic among
students. While we've heard the
numbers for our own school , how
do we stack up against our biggest
rivals, Bates and Bowdoin?
This is the one context in which
we don 't want to beat our competitors, yet we crush them . Colby
has recorded around 300 hardalcohol related hosp italizations
since the 2004-2005 school year,
including ei ght hospitalizations

during the first weekend of the
current school year alone.
Bowdoin, which has recorded
fewer than 20 hospitalizations each
school year over the last five years,
has maintained a ban on hard alcohol since the 1990s. The ban also
covers popular drinking games
such as beer pong and Beirut.
"The vast majority of these
transports are due to consumption
of hard alcohol as opposed to
consumption of only beer and
wine," Associate Dean of Student
Affairs
and
Director
of
Residential Life Mary Pat
McMahon said. "Hard alcohol is
prohibited at Bowdoin , as are
drinking games, which encourage
the rapid ingestion of alcohol."
Bowdoin 's Dean of Student

CHRIS KASPHAK. THE COLS' ECHO

Despite the ban, some students continue to consume hard alcohol.

Affairs, Dean Foster, supported
his school's hard alcohol ban in a
recent issue of the Bowdoin
Orient, stating, "1 can almost guarantee you that if we allowed hard
alcohol on campus as commonsource alcohol , we would see
many, many more people almost
instantaneously going to the hospital for hard alcohol poisoning."
Students at Bowdoin seem to
be just as split on their school's
ban as Colby 's students are about
the College 's new
policy.
Bowdoin senior Oronde Cruger
was quoted in the Orient defending the ban: "Even a couple of
years ago I was on the opposite
side [of the ban]...it 's easier to
confiscate alcohol when you have
a real reason to. " Sophomore
(Caroline Dubin was more doubtful , citing a possible negative
consequence of Bowdoin 's ban:
"When you put a ban on hard
alcohol, it encourages peop le
who dnnk anyway to drink in a
more secretive manner."
Bates also has a ban on hard
alcohol in place that was originally implemented in 2001. The college saw 42 hospitalizations tor
alcohol poisoning during the
2006-2007 school year . 30 in
2007-2008. 28 in 2008-2009 and
44 hosp italizations last year.
"While Bates has had a hard
alcohol ban for a number of years

now, I still think it effectively lowers the hospitalization rate," Chief
of Service of Bates Emergency
Medical Services Meg Curran
said. "The hard alcohol ban seems
to keep students from getting dangerousl y drunk and tends to make
students drink more socially and
move around versus throwing
back shots in their rooms. "
Although the ban seems to
have had a positive effect on students ' well being, hard alcohol is
still present on Bates ' campus.
"I'd say that the majority of our
hospitalizations due to alcohol do
involve hard alcohol. However,
the ratio of transports to EMS
calls
regarding
intoxicated
patients has fallen significantly
since the implementation of the
ban. " Curran said.
Simone Pathe . Editor-in-Chief
of the Bates Student, agreed that
the ban goes both ways. "The
hard alcohol ban does not mean
that there 's no hard alcohol on
campus. There 's probabl y less
than there was before , but it certainly still has a presence."
While many have called into
question the appropriateness of the
College 's ban , students will have
to wait to see what its long-term
impact is. Bates and Bowdoin
have had great success with their
bans; hopefully the College is
going down that path as well.

Student and alumcompete for seat in legislature
By RACHEL GOFF
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

Henr> Beck "09 and Mark
McNulty " 11 are running against
each other for the seat in the
Maine House of Representatives
tor District 76. which includes
Waterville and Oakland. The
election w i l l take p lace on
November 2
The
Maine
House
of
Representatives is the lower
house of the Maine Legislature
151
The House consist- , of
members that represent 15! districts across the state. The
1 euisluture has the power to
make laws, although they are
subiect to a veto by the governor. It can also propose constitutional amendments
Beck , the democratic incumbent , is currentlv the voungest
member of Maine 's legislature
As a native of Waterville. "1 realIv know local issues. " he said
Beck was elected to the
W a t e r v i l l e City Council in his
first year at the College and was
elected to the Maine House of
Representatives in 2008. during
his senior year. "1 spent m\
senior spring taking classes and
s e r v i n g on the legislature. "
Beck said
Boston native. McNulty. is a
Republican. "Maine is a very
interesting state, in terms of the
partisan divide. " McNultv said ,
and he decided to run against
Beck because "the seat has gone
uncontested for awhile , and 1
believe that people need a choice.
I thoug ht , why not put my name
in the hat
"It 's a good thing tor voters to
""

COURTESY OF HENRY BECK
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I lain Beck '09 is a member of the Maine House of Representatives

Mark McNulty II is running against Beck, the incumbent candidate.

have a choice." Beck agreed. He
also believes that the fact that two
members of the
College 's communitv are running
against
each other for
public office is
a testament to
the
student
body 's interest
in
politics.
From his experience. "Colby
students
are
very engaged ,"
Beck said.
McNulty
describes
the
College ' s student body as "decidedh liberal. " This atmosphere -

As
a member
of
the
ticularl y important to students on
Waterville City Council during the Hill.
his time on the
In
the
Hill ,
Beck
upcoming elechelped
to
tion . Beck is
happy to have
strengthen the
the
endorse" b r i d g e
ment of envibetween
the
ronm ent a 1
Colby community and the
groups
and
E q u a l i t y
community
where 1 grew
Maine, a nonpartisan orgaup. "
Mark
McNulty
Beck
has
nization
that
Class of 2011
works
to
upheld this inisecure
full
tiative this past
for
year as State
equality
Representative by supporting
lesbian , gay. bisexual and transissues like pesticide control and
gender people in Maine.
In addition to voting for a bond
marriage equality , which are par-

has hel ped prepare him to work
in politics because "being a
Republican but
knowing
the
other side of
things
[has
been] essential
to
working
throug h probt e r n s , "
McNulty said.
Beck
also
appreciates that
Henry Beck a liberal arts
Class of 2009
education cre"wellates
rounded
and
fair adults, and "forces a person
to look at all sides of an issue and
be very thoug htful. "

I spent my
senior spring
taking classes
and serving on
the legislature.

The seat has
gone uncontested
for awhile, and I
believe that people
need a choice.

package that promoted infrastructure and bond growth in his
capacity as State Representative,
Beck said he was "especially
proud to be a part of a bill that
removed the limits in a Mainebased health insurance company 's policy for people with
chronic illnesses. Beck also
helped to secure funding for
Educare, a childcare development center in Waterville.
If re-elected, "I want to protect
community health and mental
health services vital to Waterville
and Oakland," Beck said in a
recent interview with The
Morning Sentinel. He also hopes
to address the state 's economic
climate—particularly the way
the legislature handles the next
state budget—as well as f ocus
creating jobs and improving
higher education in Maine.
In his time on the Hill ,
McNulty has been involved with
the Colby Republicans, and this
past year he helped work on Peter
Mills ' gubernatorial campaign .
If elected, McNulty hopes to
explore opportunities for economic growth in the energy sector by utilizing the state 's many
natural resources. He also wants
to address the issue of youth
flight in Maine and wants to work
to keep young people in Maine.
"1 want to accomplish reforms
that will keep jobs and young
people in Maine," McNulty said
in his interview with The
Morning Sentinel.
Keep ing with this sentiment .
Beck encourages students on
the Hill to become more
involved in local politics and ,
most importantly, to vote in the
upcoming election.

Waterville's Two Cent Bridge: a local history lesson
already been invested in renoNonetheless , the efforts of suited for scenic walks than
like
commuting to
vations, electrical work and in
peop le
work ,
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The Two Cent Bridge is a footbridge across the Kennebec River in downtown Waterville. In the
early 1900s. people who worked at factories in Wmslow crossed the bridge to get to work each day.
By DEVIN O'BRIEN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Two Cent Bridge in
downtown Waterville is a "wonder often unnoticed. " said
Executive Director of Waterville
Maine Street Shannon Haines
The bridge is the last surviving
toll footbridge in America, one
of the country ' s oldest surviving
steel cable suspension bridges
and a very unique piece of the
city 's history.
The Two Cent Bridge was
constructed in 1901 to provide
workers in Waterville with eas>
access to the Hollingsworth &
Whitney
Company factory,
which was located just across
the Kennebec River in Winslow
The bridge was w a s h e d away
less than a year after its construction when the river flooded, but it was rebuilt two years
later After the bridge was

rebuilt , the toll for factory
workers to cross the bridge was
raised from a penny to t w o
cents, thus the Two Cent Bridge
got its name.

In
1960.
after
many
years of successful use. the
heir
of
the
bridge 's ori ginal
owners
donated
the
Two
Cent
Bridge to the
city
of
Waterville and
the toll to cross
it w as abolished.
While
the city has
worked
to
maintain
the
structural integrity of the bridge,
it has been closed at various
times when conditions were
unsafe for foot traffic.

Nevertheless, The Two Cent
Bridge has remained standing
while quite a few presidents
changed office, and it was added
to the National
of
Reg ister
Historic Places
in 1 974 .
W h i l e the
bridge
does
attract
the
occasional
bridge e n t h u siast
today,
Haines hopes
to r e v i t a l i z e
the
entire
Head of Falls
Site
surr o u n d i n g the
bridge
to
draw
in
a
w i d e r demograp h i c a n d to e n c o u r a g e
public use of a structure that
is often overlooked.
Over a million dollars has

After the bridge
was rebuilt , the
toll for factory
workers to cross
the bridge was
raised from a
penny to two
cents , thus the
Two Cent Bridge
got its name.
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Portlanddeemed "unsexy" city

NICK I0DICE/THE COLBY ECHO

While Portland may have ranked last on Men 's Health Magazine's list of America s Most SexHappy Cities, there are plenty of f u n things to do in the city that make it a great option f o r day trips.

By MADDIE STRACHOTA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

While some people may consider Maine to be out of sync with
today 's fast-paced, trendy world,
students on the Hill know that
there is more to the state than pine
trees and plaid.
Unfortunately, not everyone
is aware of all that Maine has to
offer. According to Men 's
Health Magazine, Portland ,
Maine one of the state's biggest
cities and tourist attractions ,
came in last place in the magazine 's ranking of America 's
Most Sex-Happy Cities.
The magazine based its rankings for condom sales, sex toy
sales, birth rates and rates of
sexually transmitted diseases
(STD) rates. Out of the 100
cities in the study, Portland came
in 100th place.
But is Portland really less
sexy than Buffalo, New York,
which came in 93rd? Portland
had the 95th-highest condom

sales, the 95th-highest birth
rates and the lOOth-highest rate
of
STDs.
Men s
Health
Magazine assumes that the combination of these statistics
means a lack
of
sexual
activity
in
Portland.
These statistics aren 't comprehensive
enough to lend
credence
to
rumors
of
P o r t l a n d 's
celibacy, however, because
they do not
take
into
account some
of the city 's
"sexiest" features
and
attractions.
Portland is a city rich in history
and culture. Located on Portland
Harbor, it has all the charms of a
New England town with the
sophistication of a big city.

The cobblestone streets of
the Old Port district of Portland
are lined with funky bouti ques
and
independentl y-owneu
eateries. One such eatery is
Pacianno , an
authentic
Italian restaurant that features delicious
homemade pastas and sauces.
The restaurant
is owned by a
couple
from
Milan ,
who
moved
to
Portland after
they
vacationed
there
and fell in love
with it.
Another star
on the Portland
dining scene is
Grace , an American restaurant
in a remodeled Church on
Chestnut Street. The religious
features of the church do not put
a damper on the restaurant 's

According to
Men 's Health
Magazine,
Portlan d , Maine
came in last
place in the
magazine's
ranking of
America's Most
Sex-Happy
Cities.

atmosphere, but rather enliven
the uni que bar and dining experience with stained glass, hi gh
ceilings and intricate designs.
In an article in The New York
Times, the owner of the popular
158 Pickett St. Cafe in Portland
said that the success of the
Portland food scene can be attributed to its restaurants' collective
goal to create and to avoid nasty,
inter-restaurant competition.
Other hi ghly acclaimed dining
options in Portland include
Bresca, which is famous for its
butter-browned gnocchi; The
Front Room , an American
restaurant located on the west
side of Portland; and Rabelais, a
combined full-menu restaurant
and bookstore.
It 's hard to imag ine that anyone could get sick of the food
scene in Portland , yet all meats
come to an end. So, after having
a romantic dinner at Italian
Vignola or a meal at the Portland
Lobster Company, couples can
take a walk down the docks in
Old Port. The docks allow for
excellent views of the harbor
and the grandiose yachts that
line the shore.
Portland's sports teams also
provide ample opportunities for
post-dinner outings. The Portland
Pirates is a minor league hockey
team
that
plays
at
the
Cumberland
County
Civic
Center, and the Portland Sea
Dogs are the city 's minor league
baseball team. The Sea Dogs are
an affiliate of the Boston Red
Sox, so on any given summer
night you might just catch a
future Sox star playing at
Hadlock Field.
In the end , while it is true
that Portland does not have the
hig hest condom sales, sex toy
sales, birth rates and STD rates ,
a more comprehensive view of
the city reveals that while its
residents may not be getting
knocked up left "and right , the
city has many redeeming qualities, like delicious food and
exciting spectator sports , that
make it sexy in a classy way.

Dining halls support local farms
By DAN SUNDERLAND
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Did you know that all of the
apples in the dining halls are purchased from a farm in Fairfield,
Maine? Or that Gifford's ice
cream is made by a family-owned
company in Skowhegan?
The College 's dining halls
have been incorporating locally
grown and produced foods into
their menus since 2000. Their
efforts have intensified over the
past ten years, and now as much
as 22 percent Dining Services'
purchases are from local vendors. Dining Services is always
looking for ways to increase this
percentage each year.
Director of Dining Services
Varun Avasthi said that Dining
Services will make a commitment "from start to Finish" with
farmers who develop their land
in a sustainable manner. This
means that in some cases,
Dining Services will go so far as
to buy seeds for a farmer at an
affordable rate so that he or she
is able to produce the volume
required by the College.
"We want to support the community that we live and operate
in ," Varun Avasthi said.
Sodexo, the company that
oversees Dining Services , has
made sustainability and local
food sourcing a major part of its
Better Tomorrow Plan , a set of
policies that the company created
in December 2009. Four of the 14
commitments outlined in this p lan
concentrate on the company 's
dedication to promoting local ,
sustainable and responsible purchasing practices and making
local development a priority.
According to David Roy, a
chef in the Foss Dining Hall,

CHRIS KASPHAK.'THE COLBY ECHO

By purchasing food f r o m nearby f a r m s, Dining Services hopes to support the local community.
there are an average of four to
five dishes in each meal at Foss
that
contain
local ingredients, and all of
the dining hall
staff are directed to purchase
and use local
in g r e d i e n t s
before turning
to
other
sources.
"We're helping our neighbors
and
getting a nice
fresh product in
return ," Roy
s a i d .
"Everybody

be found in Roberts Dining
Hall , but the majority of the
meat in the
College 's dining halls is not
l o c a l l y
sourced.
Most of the
meat
is
broug ht onto
campus frozen
in
order to
m a i n t a i n food
safety
standards ,
and
Avasthi
said
that
finding
David Roy local vendors
Chef in Foss
who can deliver this kind of
product in the
q u a n t i t y that the College
requires is difficult. However ,
Dining Services is currently

[By purchasing
food from local
farms] we're
helping our
neighbors and
getting a nice
fresh product in
return.

comes out smiling."

As far as meat products are
concerned, some local meal can

looking into a vendor in Maine
that may be able to provide that
type of a product.
Several everyday items in the
dining halls are from local
sources. For instance, all of the
milk on campus is bought from
Oakhurst , a local distributor
whose sources are 80 percent
local. The College buys 30,000
pounds each of potatoes and carrots every year from a local
farmer. The broccoli on campus
is local throug h November. The
tomatoes are from the on-campus organic garden maintained
by Colby Organic Farmers and
Gardeners
Association
(COFGA) and the Backyard
Farms company in Madison ,
Maine. All of the paper used in
the dining halls is also produced
locally by a plant that uses 100
percent recycled materials.

SPOTLIGHT: COLBY VOLUNTEER CENTER

COURTESY Of JULIA BBUSi

Students help out in the local community on Colby Cares Day,
an annual event organized by the Colby Volunteer Center.

Giving back to the
greater community
By GATE DONOVAN

event aims to de-sexualize
Halloween costumes and change
what is expected of girls to wear
"In some respects, I wish that
on Halloween," Perkins said.
Colby was still in the town of
On October 31st , the CWC
Waterville instead of on the Hill ," invites Waterville residents to the
Volunteer
Center
(CVC)
Hill
to trick-or-treat and particiColby
co-director John Perkins ' 11 said. pate in other themed activities on
The CVC works to bridge the dis- campus as part of the club' s
tance between the College and
annual Halloween Extravaganza
the town, as its mission is to proIn most cases, the children w ho
vide Colby students and faculty come to the College on Halloween
with the opportunity to donate don 't get the opportunity to go
their time to various organiza- trick-or-treating in their own
tions that serve the needs of those neighborhoods . While students
in the Waterville area.
certainly get something out of the
The center was founded after experience—who wouldn 't enjoy
fraternities and sororities that had the si ght of small children in
spearheaded community service
Sp iderman and Cinderella coson the Hill were disbanded in
tumes sprinting from dorm to
1984. Today, CVC co-directors dorm—"the CVC wouldn 't host an
*J
Julia Bruss 1 and John Perkins event to benefit Colby," Bruss
' 11 and assistant directors Dana said. "We would instead host an
Roberts '12 and Ricky Schwartz event at Colby to benefit someone
' 11 oversee 13 volunteer proin need."
grams that focus on hunger and
For example, the CVC coordihomelessness, wellness, animal
nates Colby Cares Day, an event
welfare and education.
held each spring in which masses
"Our mission is essentially to of Colby students are dispatched
provide resources to meet the to various locations in the greater
most pressing needs of the
Waterville area to help in any way
they are needg r e a t e r
Waterville
ed. The supervisors at these
community,"
Bruss
said.
locations have
"Every
time
come to eagerwe think of
ly anticipate the
extra help.
taking [a project] on or
"[The conevery time we
tacts] want to
advertise
know when we
are
coming,
something, we
and then afteralways make
wards we get a
sure it ali gns
ton of positive
with our misfeedback about
sion."
the impact that
In addition to
John Perkins Colby students
helping bridge
Class of 2011
are
making,
the gap between
the College and
and how [the
contacts] want
the town, "volunteering through the CVC pro- to set it up already for next year.
motes
an
aspect
of The fact that a lot of these
self-development—volunteers things are recurring is very
learn about themselves through telling " Many students , includtheir work," Perkins said. Both
ing entire sports teams , volunPerkins and Bruss have been
teer at the same site each year,
and members of the local cominvolved in the CVC since their
first year at the College.
munity both acknow ledge and
"While we are physically sepa- appreciate their dedication to
rated from Waterville, it can be community service.
Volunteering through the C\'C
interesting and enlightening to get
off the Hill ," Perkins said. By is important because it is a way
becoming involved in the commufor students and faculty to give
nity, Waterville "becomes more back to the community upon
than just a city filled with unfamil- which they depend.
iar faces," Perkins said. "It
"We depend on Waterville in
many ways, and sometimes we
becomes the local soup kitchen
where you can cook meals with just don 't sec that, " Perkins said.
Sam, a family doctor." You get to "We don 't see what happens to
know "Pam, the retired school- our dishes, but there are always
teacher who walks dogs at the clean dishes waiting and ready
Waterville Area Humane Society
for us come dinnertime We don ' t
every Tuesday," Perkins said.
see what happens to the mess
In addition to managing the
[we] make trying to wax [our]
thirteen volunteer organizations , skis in the bathroom, or how the
which are each run by a group
grass always seems to be at the
leader, the CVC coordinates sev- perfect length for a Fnsbec game
eral one-time events throughout
Residents of Waterville are the
the year. On October 30, it is co- invisible caretakers [of the camsponsoring Hardy Girls Healthy
pus]. They do so much for us. B>
Women 's 5K Walk.
volunteering in the area , vvc can
The theme of this year 's walk
give back to a community that
is 'Bringing Scary Back. ' "The has given us so much."
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

While we are
physically separated from
Waterville, it can
be interesting
and enlightening
to get off the
Hill.

EDITORIAL

Digesting campus issues

A

X Xkmerican poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow said, "A sing le conversation
across the tabic with a wise man is better than ten years mere study of books."
If the students, facultv and administrators at Colby can agree on anything, it is on the
value of a liberal arts education and the immense amount of learning we students do both
inside and outside of the classroom.
As students , we have found that the College 's academic curriculum encourages conversations and creates a dynamic in learning through dialogue that reaches both students and facultv. Few classes at Colby enroll more than thirty or forty stu '-*nts precisely
because conversation is such an important aspect of learning on the Hill.
However, we at the Echo feel that the College 's student body is not taking advantage
of one of the most valuable tools for conversation we have at Colby: the Digest of Civil
Discourse
Over the lifetime of the current student body, the Digest has served as a hotbed for
conversation about issues as notorious as the April 12. 2009 incident and the elimination of Champagne on the Steps, to relatively less serious (albeit thoroug hl y entertaining) issues such as a member of the Woodsman team refusing to wear pants in the
dining hall
Administrators have provided this outlet to encourage communication, but it is the
students ' responsibility to utilize the power it offers them. In the past few days, students
and faculty hav e rev lsitcd important and thought-provoking conversations on diversity
m a public discourse—the October 4 'Public Forum on Diversity at Colb y '—spurred on
bv Shontac Preileau ' s sudden resignation . Why the College 's newest dean of multiculnirahsm left remains a mystery, and it was clear at the forum that both students and facultv would like answers.
Students have been seriously affected by these matters, but the Discourse remains untapped as a forum for discussion.
Although Discourse posts are not always incredibly thoughtful, they arc certainly
thoug ht provoking Nothing is more important in our individual intellectual development and our social evolution as a community than conversation , and the Digest is the
type of outlet that makes Colby a true academic community. We are young, we have
ideas and we are eager to discuss them If students desire change on campus, the student body as a whole needs to be invested in the cause. We must reclaim the Discourse.
When wc do. we will be the ones to start the important conversations we need to be having in a campus-wide format: we will be the voice of change on this campus.

—The staff of The Colby Echo

Tothe Echo, fromthe Faculty
October 3. 2010
To the Echo:
We are writing to share our concerns
about issues of diversity and social justice on campus.
Our commitment to fostering a fully inclusive campus community, enriched by
persons of different races, gender identities , ethnicities, nationalities, economic
backgrounds, ages, abilities, sexual orientations , political beliefs and faiths, is one
of our most important values as a College.
Yet we all know that we continue to struggle to fully realize this commitment.
We strugg le particularl y around retaining the diverse student body that we admit
every year—that 's the real challenge of diversity and social justice at Colby. Most
people on campus don 't know this, but our
retention rates with respect to students of
color, particularly Latino/a, African American , and Native American students, have
been, and continue to be , quite low (see
www .co lby.edu admini strati on_cs/ir/factbook2009/index.cfrn). Each and every student admitted to Colby is absolutely
qualified to be here, and is undoubtedly
able to meet our high standards for success, but the persistent differences in retention rates between students of color and
white students strongly suggest that we are

failing to support all students equally and
effectively.
History, of course, doesn 't have to repeat itself. But in order to avoid these
problems, we must focus more intentionall y on making Colby a more supportive, more welcoming, safer place for
students, faculty and staff from underrepresented groups.
To do this, we must systematically,
structurally and strategically change the
climate on campus with respect to issues of
diversity—something we have not done,
really, since fraternities and sororities were
abolished in 1984. There have been various initiatives, from time to time (e.g., the
construction of the Pugh Center, the Faculty Allies program, Campus Conversations on Race, the formation of uV* Race
and Racism and Multicultural Affairs
Committees, and the new Colby Achievement Program in the Sciences (CAPS), but
these have largely been piecemeal efforts.
Unfortunately, we have suddenly lost
the services of someone who possessed
the training, skills and expertise to help us
make systemic and structural changes to
our campus climate : former Associate
Dean for Multicultural Affairs and Director of the Pugh Center Shontae Praileau.
Those of us who had the opportunity to
work with Shontae in her short time here
know how much she loved working with

the students and building bridges with the
faculty at Colby, and how committed she
was to issues of social justice and changing the culture on campus.
It's also important to note that three different persons of color have left the Associate Dean position in just over four years.
These frequent changes in the position "responsible for oversight and implementation of Colby's efforts to promote
understanding of diversity and human difference" reflect yet another troubling aspect of our history that must be addressed.
Nevertheless, we have to recover from
past and present setbacks and move ahead.
To make a genuine difference, to dramatically change our campus climate, to si gnificantly improve our retention rates, we
have to be as bold as we were in 1984.
The time is now, and we look forward to
working with other faculty, staff , and students as we undertake this critically important endeavor.

Lyn Mikel Brown, Education
Julie De Sherbinin, Russian
Bevin Engman, Art
Walter Hatch, Government
Adam Howard, Education
Jorge OHvares, Spanish
Tarja Raag, Psychology
Betty Sasaki, Spanish
Mark Tappan, Education

POSTCARD FROM ABROAD

From mother Russia with love

Correction: In last week's issue, the Echo wrote In "Professor testifies in D.C." that Professor of American Government Calvin Mackenzie has published five books in his career. The
article should have read that Mackenzie has published five books on presidential appointments and ethics in government , in addition to many others books.
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COURTESY OF D»VE WOLUN

Dave Wollin '12 taking in the sights of the Grand Cascade at Peterhof an imperial palace near Saint Petersburg, Russia.
Hello from St. Petersburg!
Armed with four semesters of Russian, a healthy knowledge of Russian literature, and a laminated map of Saint
Petersburg (and little else), I departed the
United States on August 24 and arrived
the next day in this historic, and quite remarkable, city on the Gulf of Finland. I
would be studying with the Council on
International Educational
Exchange
(CIEE), not Colby 's own program in
Saint Petersburg.
Russia is a land of contrasts, some of
which are immediately apparent from the
moment you touch down at the airport.
From the taxi way you can see modem
Airbus jets belonging to the Russian national carrier, Aeroflot , and embarking
passengers, while just yards away skeletons of Soviet aircraft are rusting in the
surprisingly humid climate. From the
curb outside the terminal , an astonishing
number of beautiful , brand-new Mercedes. BMWs and Bentlcys glide
through traffic bracketed by old , broken
down (thoug h amusing to watch) Soviet
Ladas. vehicles that are a far cry from
what Henry T. Ford envisioned.
The contrasts of Russia continue with
the people. On the street, Russians tend
not to smile or talk , but only to walk as
quickl y as they can to their destinations,
avoiding eye contact with everybody
else. Walk into a store and chances are
the clerk will treat you more as an annoyance than a guest; ask him for
change and he 'll stare at you in disbelief. This can lead to the belief that the

Russians are an icy, unfeeling people.
But step into a Russian apartment
and the hosts will roll out the metaphorical red carpet. Huge amounts of delicious food will be placed in front of
you, hot tea and fresh cookies available
at a moment 's notice, along with smiles
and laughs being issued by everybody
present. At home in New York, I always help to clear the table after meals,
but even now, a month later, my wonderful host family is still a little uneasy
with me carrying my dishes to the sink ,
never mind actually cleaning them.
Hospitality is sacred in Russia and puts
to shame anything that I have experience in the United States.
Saint Petersburg is a beautiful city
in every sense, while remaining a userfriendly one.
In full disclosure, I
grew up in the shadow of New York
so
I
am
well
accustomed to navCity,
igating a large city and mass transit
network. Nevertheless, the city is an
easy one to get across, even if you do
not speak Russian.
It possesses a color palette beyond
that of any city that I have ever seen, a
color that does not derive from neon
signs and lighted boards—such things
are actually rare here. The city is awash
with a stunning collection of yellow-,
pink-, and mint-colored buildings , their
multi-colored facades meshing together
to form what almost seems to be a fantasy taking shape on an artist 's easel.
When gazing across the wide Neva
River to the far bank, the city looks
more like an oil painting than it does an

actual physical creation.
There are 71 other students from
across the country on my program and
we bonded quickly. It 's a wonderful
group of people, in many ways reminiscent of Colby, with diverse backgrounds
and interests. Having that support network is crucial in any shady abroad situation-studying abroad is doubtlessly a
stressful experience, but a richly rewarding one.
It goes without saying that being in
Russia gives me the opportunity to examine Russian culture under a microscope, but I am learning just as much
about America , American culture and
myself while being here. For the first
time I feel as though I am truly a representative of my country, and such a realization has caused me to be far more
conscious with how I portray myself to
others. It is fascinating to learn what
Russians think of their current socio-economic-political climate and just as fascinating to team their views on America.
As stated before, studying abroad has
(so far, without any expectations of
changing) been an incredibl y enriching
experience, one that 1 would urge all
students at Colby and elsewhere to take
advantage of. Simply going for a stroll
in the evening after dinner along the
river, either alone or with friends, is a
memory to treasure. Exploring the
neighborhood is a daily adventure with
surprises (mostly good) waiting around
every corner. It 's been a magnificent
ride so far, and I fully expect it continue
in that manner.

RIELING IT IN

LET ME BRING THIS DOWN TO YOUR LEVEL

What does thatspell?Babcocks! Is Rhetoric Dead?
The most important factor in the college decision process, for me, was school
mascot. Unlike a school's other attributes,
a mascot will follow you for your entire
post-collegiate life. I came to Colby with
the proud knowledge mat I would forevermore be labeled a Mule. But after an entire
year at this fine institution, I am beginning
to question our mascot.
Please don 't misinterpret my intentions.
I think the Mule is a great mascot and a
terrific representation of the student body.
We are stubborn. We are sterile. We typically weigh between 50 and 1000 pounds.
I am not saying there is any particular
problem with our mascot. I am merely
saying we, as a college, can do better.
Before you start your objections, permit me to say this: I can cite precedent.

Exactly 100 years ago, in the year 1923,
in this very newspaper, an editorial was
written suggesting that Colby adopt a new
mascot: the Mule. Joseph Coburn Smith, a
man not unlike myself, with nothing to his
name but an impossible vision and a
strong jawline, changed the face of Colby
College forever.
But what, pray tell, is my idea? What
could possibly replace our beloved Mule?
I have, after undergoing great personal
sacrifice and spending almost 35 seconds
on Colby's Wikipedia page, arrived at an
answer. Like most of you, I have a pretty
good idea of who my favorite past president of Colby is. I would like humbly to
suggest that we rebrand our mascot by
naming it after my personal favorite past
president: Reverend Rufus Babcock.
What makes Reverend Babcock stand
apart from all other past presidents , you
ask? What are his qualifications? My
friends, with a name like Rufus Babcock ,
one does not need qualifications (other
such names: Cornelius Hammerfist, Lord
Henry Bluebeard and Seamus Swordhands). I would like nothing more than to
stand in a sea of spectators all shouting

"Friends, Romans, Countrymen, lend
me your ears," etc. etc. etc. We all
know the story behind that one. Marc
Antony, the deck stacked completely
against him , wielding only the power
of his own voice. He swayed the
masses of Rome and completely turned
the tide against Caesar 's assassins.
Antony (as Shakespeare tells us) preformed this incredible feat, saving his
career and possibly his life, using only
the power of rhetoric.
The art of rhetoric has been studied
and practiced for millennia. The ancient Greeks and Romans understood
its significance, and instructed their
young boys in it. In fact, in the original seven "liberal arts" developed in
medieval universities, rhetoric was one
of the first subjects taught. Rhetoric
has held a central and important role
in Western education up through the
19th century. Even more impressive
than the academic credentials of rhetoric is the storied history it has of
shaping the course of human events.
From Pericles speaking to the peop le
of Athens, to Daniel O'Connell holding "monster meetings" of 100,000plus Irish men, to Patrick Henry
demanding liberty or death , to Martin
Luther King Jr. proclaiming his dream,
the power of men 's (and women's)
voices have created history and shaped
the world. Rhetoric has shown that it
has the ability to mobilize and inspire
people to accomplish incredible things
which they would otherwise not have
done. There is no doubt about it: the
practice of rhetoric in the hands of (or
rather the mouth of) a skilled orator is
a terribly powerful tool.
trke~a!l powerful tools, however, we
must be careful „wifh and wary of
them. While it is easy to come up
with examples of times in which oratory molded the world for the better,
it is also similarly easy to cite examples when rhetoric created terrible consequences. Consider the rise of the
Nazi party under the leadership of the
incredible orator Adolf Hitler. No one
would make the argument that Hitler
single-handedly created National Socialism; there were colossal social ,
economic , and political factors which
contributed to the situation. However,
it would be reasonable to say that
Hitler-and specificall y the tremendous
speeches he gave—catalyzed the movement. It is a classic example of the
terrible power that rhetoric holds and

the horrific outcomes that it can create. Rhetoric is undoubtedly something
to be wary of.
In today 's day and age, however, I
feel that rhetoric in the classical sense
is largely dead. Sure, plenty of
speeches are given , especiall y by
politicians, but they pale in comparison to those made by great orators of
the past. Contemporary rhetoric seems
to be aimed at scoring a shallow
sound bite on the evening news and
play ing to the lowest common denominator; not at advancing intelligent
ideals through elegant , powerful and
moving speech. Part of the reason for
this may be the so-called age of
YouTube, in which politicians have to
constantly be on guard from making
even the smallest gaffe lest it gets
turned into a viral internet video. Perhaps our society of mass media is
one that no longer appreciates great
oratory. In any case, for the most part
we seem to be living in an age of
bland and uninspired rhetoric.
Gone are the days of Webster replying to Hayne on the Senate floor, gone
are the days of Williams Jennings
Bryan 's cross of gold. Instead we are
left with Vice President Biden stumbling over one offensive gaffe after another, Sarah Palin blathering on about
Joe the Plumber, and Howard Dean 's
ever popular "bbyyyaaa!" The United
States is in the midst of an age of incredible difficulty. One would hope
that this difficulty would be responded
to with powerful and graceful rhetoric,
yet I feel that for the most part this
has not been the case. President Obama
may be the one exception to that rule.
No one . Democrat or Republican , could
dispute that he gives excellent and incredibly moving speeches. Yet I still
find it hard to equate the President 's
oratory to truly great rhetoric. In a battle between Obama 's "hope," and
Churchill' s "never surrender, " I'd bet
on Winston any day of the week. As I
said before, it 's not like America is
lacking the conflict or challenges to
spawn impressive rhetoric; we just
seem to be lacking truly great orators.
One thing I am not trying to say
here is that rhetoric will solve all
of our problems. Rhetoric cu n only
take you so far; it must be coupled
with intelligent policy and truly hard
work in order for any positive outcome to emerge. In fact, empty
rhetoric-or worse, rhetoric aimed at
the wrong purposes-is something to
be incredibly wary of. What 1 am
arguing is that history has proven
that rhetoric, in the right hands, can
be a very powerful tool for good. I
am trying to say that in addition to
sound policy and hard work, America could benefit from some good
old-fashioned rhetoric.

around me like a crazy person.
Typically, after something like this
happens I return to my room, have a good
cry into my pillow, watch an episode of
"Everybody Loves Raymond"
and
maybe listen to a little Dido and then I' m
usually ready to resume my life. But why
needlessly put myself through such social
trauma if I can avoid it altogether? Why
play this guessing game?
Why risk an unrequited greeting if I
can conveniently receive a phantom cell
phone call right when I see a potentiall y
awkward encounter heading my way?
Now I' m far too engrossed in my conversation with the imaginary person on
the other line to bother saying anything
to the person passing me on the sidewalk, lest I offend my imaginary friend.
Pretty much everyone knows this wellworn technique.
Another technique is to sneeze just
at the moment when you would be expected to say hello, right in that instant
when you would be expected to say
something. As you arc clearly preoccupied with spewing phlegm into the air,
the person passing you can 't reasonabl y expect an insignificant greeting. It
makes sense to keep a vial of paprika
in your backpack at all times to take
out and snort when you see an awkward encounter in your imminent future. You can try feigning the sneeze
but this takes some acting chops, and
truthfully there 's no substitute for the
real thing.
A simpler technique , affectionately
called "tunnel vision ." entails boring

past a person, your eyes fixed on some
point straight ahead of you in the distance, pretending that you literally possess zero peripheral vision and are thus
oblivious to the individual's presence
sadly just outside of your field of vision
as you speed walk past him or her. The
trick here is to really sell the fact that
you 're too focused on your destination
to even notice the approaching individual. If you make incidental eye contact
with the person , they will know that
you ' re simply being cowardly and ignoring them rather than actually afflicted
with g laucoma.
I'll leave you with my personal favorite, a little technique I like to call
"the circumnavigator. " Say you get
out of class in Miller at around noon
and start heading in the direction of
Dana for lunch , only to see an unwanted interaction fast approaching
down the pathway. So you reason that
rather than cut through Pulver like
you usually do, you might as well get
in some extra midday cardio by looping around the back of Lonmer
Chapel and heading down to the dining hall from there. Another awkward
encounter successfully avoided. No
fuss, no muss, is it cowardly '.' Perhaps. Is it effective? Absolutely.
Feel free to borrow some of these techniques, or get creative and come up with
your own. Lord knows I wouldn ' t have
made it throug h four years at this school
without them, and I' m sure they 'll continue to serve me well once I get out into
the real world next year.

forth for the Fighting Babcocks.
There is, I realize, one tiny problem. I
have no idea what a Fighting Babcock
would look like. That is why 1 have
gone to great lengths to organize a contest. Any member of the Colby community who would like to participate should
submit his or her best drawing of a Fighting Babcock to my personal email address, jterhune@colby.edu (just kidding,
sir, please don 't expel me). Alternatively,
you may submit your drawing by spraypainting it on the side of Eustis. The
winning entry will be used as a model
for the new mascot and will also receive
the eight Skittles (assorted colors) currently in my pocket.
I realize it may be hard at first. I realize
that the extinction of our noble Mule
would leave a mighty big hole in Colby's
collective heart. But friends, I believe the
Fighting Babcock could fill that hole. 1 believe that, with time, we could learn to
know and love this new mascot. I dream
of a day when I can stand among countless Colby fans, chanting our perennial
chant at deafening volume. And our enemies, they shall fear the Fighting Babcock.

Addressingcampus diversity
In my past three years at Colby, I've
witnessed a lot of change regarding attitudes on diversity at Colby College:
I've watched my peers strive to grasp
an understanding of privilege and injustice
by participating in CCOR, attending PCB
events and joining Pugh Clubs. Students
have done a lot to make the campus just a
little bit safer, a little more welcoming,
and a place to call home.
I've appreciated the efforts of Admissions, which works hard to improve the
numbers of diverse students at Colby
through recruitment weekends, programs,
and a lot of time, energy and dedication.
I've fallen in love with my professors,
who do all they can to makestudents likemyse If comfortable here. The ones who work
with CCOR, PCB, Pugh Clubs, Faculty Allies, or just let me know that I can come talk
to them, who comfort me when I'm upset
about something and who are willing to do
anythingnecessary toensure my security.
1 thank them all.
However, I am disappointed in our administration. In my three (going on four)
years at Colby, the Dean position specializing in Multicultural Affairs has been

exactly want to leave). With her resignation , there is again a lack of support for
multicultural affairs.This begs the question: What are they doing wrong, to cause
such a turnover rate? This bothers me, especially because it seems that the administration is obsessed with diversity; every
time you hear about the first-year class,
the phrase "most diverse class ever" is attached. But where is the administrative
support for these first-years and all the
other class years and the potential incoming students? Why are we more concerned
about appearance than action?
The ineffective system we have forMulticulturalAffairs support is not working and

asaresultvariousstudents,admissions employees and professors have had to work
harder to make Colby bearable, but there is
only so much that can be done. As we all
know, the administration at Colby is powerful and can be the key to providing lasting
change at Colby. 1think that too much attention is focused on numbers and rankings, and as a result, the students-the actual
people who attend Colby and need supportare neglected. We become numbers instead
of humans. It is clear that we cannot have
one person in charge of "all things multiculturafandbe a Dean. It 's unrealistic , unfair and simply problematic.
I love Colby and I have valued my
time here and 1 wouldn 't trade my experience. But it 's been hard. When
problems arise and students look to the
administration for help, we are often
given a watered down version of what
is needed. Yes, things have (slowly)
gotten a lot better but it is unfair to
ask me to settle and be content when
there are still a lot of things that are
wrong: multiculturalism and diversity is
still outside of the Colby ''norm" and
still continues to play an underdog role.
While we make progress, there is also
a lot of backtracking. Why does multicultural affairs receive such limited support? Circumstances at Colby tend to
change temporarily but then the problems resurface because the foundation
is flawed. We need to make a long
lasting, stronger change now. That
change has to start with administration.

Generally speaking, I like Colby College. My experience here has been overwhelmingly positive. My one complaint
would be that because of the small student body and because the general
friendliness of students here means that
you end up having interactions with
nearly everyone on campus at some
point , the college becomes a breeding
ground for awkward encounters. Allow
me to explain.
Walking around Colby on any given
day, if you 're heading down one of the
concrete walkways in between academic
buildings and you see someone heading
toward you, one of the following will
happen: A) You will say hello to the person approaching because you know
them. B) You will say nothing to the person because you don 't know them. C)
You will know the approaching individual but you will not know him/her all
that well, so you debate whether or not
to say hi , causing much distress and social anxiety. Encounters in category C
are, without exaggeration , the bane of
my existence.
We've all been there before. You're
walking towards someone, wondering
if you should try saying hi to him or

her. You and said individual keep making intermittent eye contact. Your
palms start sweating, sweat trickles
down your spine, you upper li p quivers involuntarily, your breathing becomes shallow and rapid , your pupils
dilate and each moment feels like an
eternity. With each step you move
closer and closer to inevitable awkwardness, seemingly strapped to a runaway train on a collision course with
an uncomfortable encounter.
I' m a man who craves certainty. It 's so
refreshing to see someone you know
heading your way in between Pulver and
Dana and know, unquestionably, that you
can and must greet that person. It 's similarl y refreshing to see someone you 've
never exchanged words with before heading your way and know with the same
certainty that there 's no need to acknowledge that that person exists.
But unfortunately, many people at
this school don 't fall neatly into either
of these categories. Many people fall
into the nebulous, ambiguous category
of people you've had limited encounters with before, but that you 're not
sure whether it would be approp riate
to extend a greeting to them. Maybe
you have class with these people, or
maybe you 've chatted once or twice at
a party. But things are far different
outside of the comfortable confines of
the classroom, and everyone knows
that even if you drunkenly chatted
with someone for half an hour at a
party over the weekend, a different set
of social rules applies by the sober

light of day.
When does a person become a good
enough acquaintance that you can start
saying hi to them regularly? Do you need
to have a certain number of conversations
with an individual before routine greetings become permissible and not awkward? Or does it have to do not with the
number of conversations you 've had with
a person, but rather the number of words
exchanged in these conversations?
Sadly, no algebraic formula exists for
determining if and when you can say
hello to a person as they pass you on the
sidewalk in front of the athletic center.
There are no hard and fast rules.
So you're left with two choices when
you approach someone that you 're uncertain whether to greet or not. You can either try saying hello—which , if you 're
asking me, seems awfully risky-or you
can pretend that you for various reasons
don 't see or aren 't aware of the individual. I' m partial to the latter option, and
there are a few ways you can go about
feigning ignorance of the passerby 's presence (or avoiding the person entirely) that
I would like to discuss.
Now, before I explain the techniques
of avoidance and before you start calling
me cowardl y, let me exp lain why in most
cases I choose to avoid rather than confront these awkward situations. Many
times I've mustered up the courage to say
hello to someone and extended a cordial
greeting in their direction only to have the
person shun my attempted greeting by
darting their eyes away from me and not
responding. I' m left saying hello to the air

held by three different people: Sammie
Robinson , Noel James, and Shontae
Praileau. There has been no stability, continuing now with the sudden and unfortunate leave of Dean Praileau. In her short
tenure here, she shook things up, got the
ball rolling on many projects, was passionate about students and came to Colby
with a lot of experience and excitement.
Yet, she resigned (even though she didn 't

We cannot have
just one person in
charge of all
things labeled as
multicultural.

How to deal with awkward encounters on the Hill

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Sexual Injustice:
Supreme Court Decisions

Roberts — Private Dining Room

Miller Library — Robinson Room
4 p.m.

James Smith Lecture

Diamond 122
4 p.m.
James Smith is associate professor of
anthropology at University of California , Davis.
His recent research examines the extraction of
coltan fro m the Democratic Republic of Congo.
Coltan is a crucial mineral used in the production
of electronics. The mining of coltan is associated
with violence and human rights abuses in the DR
Congo. Smith' s talk will explore themes of connection and disconnection through an ethnographic investigation of the lives of Coltan miners.
*"
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Lovejoy 119
7 p.m.

French Language Table

Roberts — Private Dining Room
6 p.m.

ii

Alfond Athletic Center
12 p.m.

Medieval Table

I

11:30 a.m.

I

Hatha Yoga with Laura Meader
Alfond Athletic Center
12 p.m.

I
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I

Core/Muscle Fusion Aerobics
with Carl Roe

Marlin's Corner
Foss Dining Hall

5 p.m.

I
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THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

Loebs Field
12:30 p.m.

Harold Alfond Stadium

I

Field Hockey vs. Tufts
Bill Alfond Field

I
j

Men 's Soccer vs. Tufts

|
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Loebs Field
3 p.m.

Chinese Language Table
12 p.m.

Women 's Soccer vs. Tufts

1 P.m.

FRIDAY

Roberts — Private Dining Room

SUNDAY

Football vs. Wesleyan

Alfond Athletic Center
5:30 p.m.
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German Studies Film Series:
Vier Minuten ( Four Minutes)

'

Intermediate Power Yoga
with Arleen King-Lovelace
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HAVE A
WONDERFU L
FALL RECESS!
www.weather.com

BALKANS BREAK IT DOWN

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBV ECHO

Brooklyn-based a cappella quartet Black Sea Hotel serenaded a crowd in Larimer Chapel with their reworkings of traditional Balkan folk music last week.

This week online I

STUDENTS IN THE STREET: EVENTS EDITION

PETE ROUSE '68 APPOINTED WHITE HOUSE CHIEF OF STAFF

What's your dream White House position?
' #jr s '

Sa — lj

"The second black president in

U.S. history. "
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WAIT, WHAT?
Are you afraid of bear attacks,
especially when unprepared?
One week ago, an unsuspecting
Minnesota woman was face-to-face
with a 200-pound black bear
after the beast heard her collie 's
bark. Reaching for the closest object
to her, she grabbed a zucchini
off of her kitchen counter and
successfully caused the bear to flee
after launching the vegetable
directly at its head.
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12-STEP
RECOVERY GROUP
THURSDAYS

12 P.M. TO 1 P.M.

ROSE CHAPEL

JOKAS'
SPECIALS
Shipyard Summer Ale

Was $32.59, now onl y $19.99 + tax and
deposit

FOOTBALL DELIVERS BIG WIN

Blue Moon Grand Cru 25.4oz bottle

Was $9.39, now only $3.99 + tax and deposit

Smirnoff 18 Bottle Variety
Pack

Was $22.99/case, now only $16.99 + tax and
deposit

Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and import
beers In Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME
N>CK lODICE THE COLBY ECHO

Spencer Merwin 12 carries the ball and helps the Mules win over Middlcbttry 38-27 this past w eekend.

The Radio Show:When words fall short
By MICHAELA PEMBROKE
NEWS STAFF

This past Friday, acclaimed
performer Kyle Abraham and his
team of talented artists known as
Abraham.In.Motion came to
Colby to present The Radio
Show—an interdisciplinary compilation of " different sounds and
dance styles. According to the
program notes The Radio Show
" is a multi-layered piece blending
the story of an influential radio
station 's abrupt discontinuation
and the effects of Alzheimer 's on
a family.*1
Tne performance score was a
seamless fusion of old soul, hiphop, nco soul and new contemporary pieces by Ryoji Ikeda and
Alva Noto. emblematic of the
rnustc
played
on
WAMO
106.7FM andAM 860.
Abraham instantly captivated
the audience in an unexpected
way. At the beginning of the
show , he walked on stage and
stared into the audience as if he
were looking for someone. He
walked down the stairs and
began talking to viewers in the
aisle then casuall y retreated to
the stage. This interaction set the
tone for the performance.
Abraham later clarified that "1
don 't like a wall between the performers and the audience; we ' re
all in the same place."
Abraham.In.Motion sent the
audience on an emotional rollercoaster as we witnessed a wide
variety of phases, expressions and
lighting changes. At one point , as
the sound of static blared ,
Abraham exhibited a look of

anguish and shook, his arm occasionally. 1 was moved not only by
the poignant expression on his
face, but also by the unknown
root of his agony. His momentary
inability to communicate with us
reflected , in a small moment , the
theme of the entire show and was
incredibly powerful.
The intricate phases (sequence
of motion typically 10-12 seconds) and multi-faceted quality of
the dances and music walked the
line between seemingly improvisational choreography and precise, passionate actions.

Movement is
communication.
It 's the job of
the dancer to
re-invent the
theme with his
or her own
experience
Kyle Abraham
Dancer

The number set to Aretha
Franklin 's "Oh Mary Don 't You
Weep" exemplified this multidimensional aspect and gave me
goosebumps. The lighting also
added depth to the performance
as the sidelights emphasized the
dancers ' every movement, rendering the numbers more intimate
in contrast with the overheard

lights, which made the numbers
more dynamic.
After a brief intermission , the
audience partook in an interactive
segment called "Make It or Break
It " set to audio interviews from
the actual radio show and jumpstarted the second act. Some segments featured the artists
standing tall and executing powerful arabesques , while others
contained a single dancer moving delicately to no music.
After the performance, the
audience was invited to stay for
a question-and-answer session
with
the
entire
cast
of
Abraham.In.Motion that not only
gave us greater insight into the
inspiration behind the show, but
also showed how unpretentious
and affable the entire company is.
Abraham explained the effects
of both Alzheimer 's and a lost
radio station , each representing a
loss of voice for an individual
and a community, respectively.
When discussing the power of
movement , Abraham noted the
importance of how different
shapes and timing have a huge
effect in determining the emotion
of a piece (someone bending with
a flat back perpendicular to the
floor conveys such a different
mood than someone standing
with a hunched back).
"Movement is communication"
Abraham explained, "It 's the job of
the dancer to re-invent the theme
with his or her own interpretation
and personal experience; everyone
has their own idea of who the characters are and that 's really cool."
Even the audience brings part of
themselves into the performance

Here's What's Playing Fri.
Oct. 8 through
Thurs. Oct. 14

ITS KIND OF A FUNNY
STORY
Daily at 12:45, 2:50,4:55,
7:00
Also late shows Fri & Sat at
9:00

JACK GOES BOATING
Dai ly at 1:10 , 3:10 , 5:10,
7:10
Also late shows Fri & Sat at
9:00

MAO'S LAST DANCER
Daily at 2:25 , 6:50 Except
NO 2:25 on Sun.

PHOTO COURTESY OF KYLE ABRAHAM

Ky le Abraham and his dance tivupe Abraham.In.Motion brought their
multi-dimensional peiformance to a packed audience at Colby.
and subconsciously sees the characters in ways that we understand.
A part of the discussion that really resonated with me was the fact
that Kyle Abraham does not hold
auditions. He explained , "It 's all
about relationship building, when
you have a good relationship with
someone you want to keep it."
This was so refreshing to hear and

added to my already high level of
respect for Kyle as a performer
and as a person.
Abraham.In.Motion changed
my perception of dance. Each
dancer brought something highly
personal and unique to the performance, contributing to the
exploration of movement and
sound in storytelling.

CAIRO TIME
Daily at 12:35 , 4:45 Except
NO 12:35 on Sun!
Also late shows Fri & Sat at
9:10
THE PHILADELPHIA
ORCHESTRA CONCERT
SERIES
Sunday, October 10 at 2:00
p.m.

SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS: PAT BURNS '11

Two sides of the same coin: art and football
By QAINAT KHAN
A&E EDITOR

Most people think that art
and football are mutuall y
exclusive terms. However , for
Pat Burns ' I I , art and football
have existed together for a long
time , although he recognizes
the difficulty of doing both. "I
had always taken art in elementary school , and all the way up
[throug h high school], but 1
was always torn between athletics and art; they don 't really
go together " he said. He has
been play ing football for just as
long, starting when he was
seven. "I used to play with my
brothers . I grew up in West
Virginia, and football is bi g
down South. That 's what I did
most of my life that 's what 1
was most focused on."
Although he does not see
much overlap between art and
football , he said they each ,
"attract a different side of my

personality. 1 wouldn 't say they
are similar, but I enjoy them both
immensely. " Football involves
discipline and working with a
team. Art involves a different
kind of discipline but is usuall y

"I've been playing [football] for
15 years now. I
love it, and this
is my last year.
I'm just trying to
go out and give
it my all. "
Pat Burns
Class of 2011

solitary work .
Pat has been interested in col-

lege football for a long time,
and knew he wanted to keep
p laying when he came to college. "When I was in hi gh
school , I just wanted to get the
scholarship to play. At some
point you just realize you aren't
going to play for the NFL." He
chose Colby
over
NCAA
Division I football programs so
that he could, "focus on the next
stage of my life." He started as a
quarterback , but switched positions to wide receiver heginning
his junior year.
Colby has allowed him to
exp lore his other interests and
still remain involved in football. "I' ve been p lay ing for 15
years now . 1 love it , and this
is my last year. I' m just try ing
to go out and give it my all ,"
he said.
When Pat came to Colby, he
thought he would major in
Economics, but said , "I just didn 't enjoy it ," adding with distaste, "looking at the graphs. "

He took a foundations of
studio art class and really
enjoyed it , at which point
he dropped his economics
aspirations and decided
to be an art major. "It
worked out ," he smiled.
As an art major, Pat
has focused on printmaking. He does works
using the relief print
techni que , focusing on
linoleum
cuts.
This
involves carving out an
image so that the raised
(uncarved) part of the
linoleum represents the
mirror image of what
will be printed. The
carved out portions come
out white and allow
printmakers to manipulate
the
interp lay
between light and dark.
Linocut allows him to
experiment with different
styles, lines, shapes and
textures. He is currently
working on a Venus in
white line print and a
Purple Urkel which repreNICK IOOICE/THE CO LBV ECHO
sents his dabbling in pop
Pat Burns 11 scores a touchdown at this weekends football game against
art. He is going to keep
Middlebury. He is a football player and an art major, a rare combination.
working in the printm a k i n g medium and
the need to pursue art as his
build his portfolio, so that his
works can be featured in the
career after Colby. He is applySenior Art Show.
ing for an internship at
Besides
printmaking
and
Christie 's for JanPlan , and
Pat
has
also
explored
thinks
working at an art gallery
painting,
alternative
art
including
would suit him. However his
desi gn and graffiti. He has
interests aren 't limited to the art
hel ped friends with t-shirt
world , and thinks he would
excel at anything that he might
designs (Purple Urkel might be
making an appearance on t-shirts
do in the future.
He enjoys his artwork for the
in the Spring). Last year in his
Dana five man , Pat and his
spontaneity it affords. "You
just fall into a zone and you
roommates graffitied the walls
with art and images that
don 't think. You aren 't really
expressed their interests (sec
processing information... it 's
just coming from within you at
"Creative students take dorm
Pat Burns
decor to a new level" by Hannah
that moment. You mi ght be preClass of 2011
Wagner in the Wednesday Oct. 21
meditated in what you want to
2009 issue of the Echo).
do, but what you create just
Pat does not necessarily feel
happens, in that moment."

"You might be
premeditated
in what you
want to do,
but what you
create just
happens, in
that moment."

PHOTO COURTESY OF PAT BURNS

Pal Burns 11 has focused his energies as an art major on printmaking. This piece represents his work
in relief printmaking. which involves carving the mirror image into a hard surface such as linoleum.

Gay lightens life's tragedy
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Jesse Eisenberg plays Mark Zuckerberg
(founder of Facebook) in The Social Network.
4
When I first saw the trailers
for The Social Network, I was
skeptical. How can you make a
movie about something that
happened seven years ago?
How can you say anything
insightful when there isn 't sufficient distance between the
film and the events it chronicles? However, my skepticism
proved unfounded.
The Social Network is one of
the best films I have seen this
year: beautifully scripted, directed and conceived. U deftly
explores alienation and the brutality of a culture that promotes selfinterest. What bridges were
burned, what hearts were browhat
violence
did
ken ,
Zuckerberg commit against himself and others in order to "distinguish himself? How did
Facebook leave the dorm room
and enter the world? It is a story
that is uncomfortably familiar.
It is our story.
The film starts in a darkly lit
bar, with Mark Zuckerberg
(Jesse Eisenberg) telling his
girlfriend, Erica , about his frustrations at not being asked to
join one of Harvard's elite and
exclusive Final Clubs . When he
tells her he would take her to the
parties and "introduce her to
people she wouldn 't normally
meet" if he were to be inducted ,
she realizes what a selfabsorbed asshole he is and
dumps him.
Mark gets drunk, posts hurtful things about Erica on his
blog and creates a website
called FaceMash , which allows
Harvard students to objectify
their female classmates (apparentl y going to Harvard does not
mean you are either a gentleman
or a scholar).
The success of this site (the
traffic overwhelms the school's

servers) and the invasion of privacy issues gain Mark notoriety
and catch the attention of three
entrepreneurially minded (but
completely business unsavvy)
students, who want to create a site
exclusively for Harvard students.
While Mark agrees to help
them out with computer programming, he has p lans of his
own. He begins building up
thefacebook.com with the
help (by which I mean money)
of his friend Eduardo Saverin
(Andrew Garfield). Similarly,
it is a social networking site

The Social
Network is
one of the
best films I've
seen this
year...deftly
exploring
alienation and
the brutality
of a culture
that promotes
self-interest.
exclusively for Harvard students; it would be like the
Final Clubs , but online , and
Mark would be in control . And
the rest , as they say, is history.
I think it is a mark of excellence in film making that a
story with almost no real
action , (pure narrative), can
hold one 's rapt attention for
two hours . In all honesty, this
film is a series of legal proceedings, in which we are told

the story of Facebook.
The "truth" of this film is
besides the point (as I have
learned, the truth doesn't matter,
just the convincing presentation
of evidence) and clearly director David Fincher (Fight Club.
Zodiac) and the screenwriter
Aaron Sorkin have an agenda.
Certain themes are brought to
the fore and dramatic liberties
are taken.
The camera work of this film
is simple but beautiful. Since
most of the film is dialogue , the
shot/reverse shot technique is
employed constantly. However ,
it keeps up w i t h the frenetic
pace of the information age
and Zuckerberg's skyrocketing
success by cutting quickly
between speakers, before you can
reall y register what was said.
The film also has a fantastic
ensemble cast. Eisenberg as Mark
is
perfect.
Zuckerberg
Completely glassy, armoring
himself with his wit and arrogance, Eisenberg lets us see in
crucial moments that Zuckerberg
is completely vulnerable and
lonely. It was never about the
money for him, it was about
"being a contender." He gets his
shot , but only by destroying
every personal relationshi p that
actually
meant
something.
Garfield as Eduardo, Mark' s
only friend and co-founder of
Facebook , is the emotional core
of this film and allows us to feel
the hurt this race to the top has
caused him and Mark.
As the film closes, we see
Mark , sitting alone at his laptop
looking tired and dejected. He
has just sent a friend request to
Erica , and is refreshing his page,
waiting for her to rep ly. That is
the essence of this film, that is the
essence of our reality, that is why
my heart broke as I watched.

Last taste of summer is not so refreshing

Acclaimed Southern fiction
writer William Gay, gave a
much-anticipated reading this
Wednesday evening as part of
the Creative Writing program 's
Visiting Writers Series. As
Professor Adrian Blevins told us,
she has done two difficult things
in her life: she gave birth to a
twelve-pound child and she
brought William Gay, who is
afraid to fly, unable to drive and
is from Tennessee, to Colby.
Gay is remarkably humble
and unpretentious , despite
critics who have likened him to
William Faulkner , Flannery
and
Cormac
O'Connor,
McCarthy. Gay, 67. was not
published until his mid-fifties ,
though he wanted to be a writer
since childhood. He now has
quite the fan club: at the reading, Adrian Blevins wore a tshirt with a quote from Gay 's
novel: ".. .Here in the Harrikin
even the heavens are ancient
and strange." As they waited for
Gay to begin , audience members tried to determine what he
looked like: an aging rock star
or a wizened wizard in jeans.
Gay read a passage from his
second novel . Provinces of
Night , in which a man called
Albright sets out to find a job.
and "to his misfortune," as Gay
said, he does. Gay said Albright
was loosely based on himself, in
that he does a lot of stupid
things, things those possessing
common sense would avoid.
Gay writes of order spiral ing
into havoc in a way that is detrimental to the lives of his charac-

ters, a process that is studded with
dark humor. Gay said he has
always thought life was like
that—tragedy woven with comedy He said this is a relief: we
would not be able to survive without being able to laugh.
Gay said that Faulkner mixes
the tragic with the comic well ,
and some would say this is characteristic of Southern gothic literature . When asked later

Gay said he
has always
thought life
was like that :
tragedy
woven with
comedy.
whether he thought his work
was S o u t h e r n gothic , Gay
answered wryl y he was not
sure what that meant , and that
Professor Cedric
Bryant
would probably be better able
to answer that question.
Gay finished t h i s passage ,
and asked if he s h o u l d read
a n o t h e r , to w h i c h the audience eagerly nodded. He did
not have another prepared ,
so the professors discussed
and decided w h a t he should
read next.
He couldn 't find their selection , so he read another passage
in which Albright acquires a
hog, with which he has not the
faintest idea what to do. He tries
to stuff it in his car, but it rolls
around noisily, and eventually

gets loose and tramples him.
Again , humorous chaos arises
amidst an unfortunate situation .
Gay 's prose is informed by
p lace. His characters and plots
seem to sprout naturall y out of
the nuanced backdrop. Gay said
he needs to develop a comp lete
image of a place before he
begins writing. He said that this
is like being somewhere he has
never been before , but already
knowing all about it. Indeed.
Gay 's description of place is so
unrelentingly realistic , specific
and poetic that listeners can feel
the heat and dryness of the rural
South and see the rusty tools
Albright uses.
Gay 's use of specific vernacular , both Southern and that of
men working in the variety of
jobs Gay has worked in (carpentry , painting, drywall-hanging). adds to the refined sense
of place and character. Gay
said he needs to know everything about his characters as
well , which was evident in the
passages he read: Albright was
bumbling, unlucky, and perhaps lacking in good jud gment ,
and we see this through his
comic gestures and the details
Gay gives us.
The bi ggest problems with
Gay 's reading were that the
Robinson Room was probably
more crowded than it has ever
been , and that some audience
members could not always understand Gay 's thick accent.
Desp ite these small inconveniences . Gay gave a refreshing,
organic reading of highly imagistic , empirical stories in which
the comic sheds revealing light
on the tragic.

Craig Ferguson unleashed
ALEX ORLEANS

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As a loyal member of the
Robot Skeleton Army, the selfapplied moniker for fans of the
Late Late Show 's Craig Ferguson,
1 was thrilled at the o p p o r t u n i t y
to see the man himself perform
at the H a m p t o n Beach Casino
Ballroom last Friday night in
Hampton Beach , NH. He did
not disappoint.
Known for his self-deprecating style and rags-ta-riches
success in the entertainment
industry, Mr. Ferguson has garnered a cult following for his
puppet , robot skeleton and
wholly original antics. For his
stand-up. he left the puppets
and the skeleton back in L.A.,
but his impressive comedy
chops made it to New Eng land.
Free from censors and corporate sponsors, Mr. Ferguson was
heralded on by the well-known
'S&M slave ' character from the
Late Late Show {LLS) after an
excellent warm-up by comedian
Randy Kagan. Ferguson let loose
by making it clear that this wasn 't
going to be LLS:

"You thought there was going
to be a little 'ooh-la-la ' flag, " he
announced to the crowd after
what would' ve been his first
FCC violation of the night (On
LLS , when someone curses, a
French flag covers their mouth
accompanied by a sound effect
of 'ooh-la-la '), "but there
won 't be any of those tonight "
And there certainl y weren 't, but
that is not to imply that Mr.
Ferguson is simp ly a 'curse
comic * off-camera .
Ferguson 's routine covered the
sensitivities of Holl ywood society, his Scottish heritage , sex
education , the Pope ( a n d h i s
Holiness ' footwear), the wonderful New Hampshire weather
(it had been raining hard
enough to delay his arrival at
the venue). New England hospitality and former Vice-President
Dick Cheney.
Mr. Ferguson 's sty le of
observational comedy is not
characterized by one-off jokes
or one-liners , but involves the
audience in a what feels like a
rollicking conversation in a
cozy corner booth in a bar. His
style was certainly effective,
as Mr. Ferguson kept the audi-

ence cheering and slapping
t a b l e s for the e n t i r e d u r a t i o n
of his act , w h i c n l isted about
an hour.
Good-natured and m-tune
with the crowd throughout the
performance , Mr. Ferguson
didn ' t lash out at the crowd
when several members snapped
photographs of him , something
that is k n o w n to distract performers , w h i c h would have
justified a negative response.
Capp ing off his enthralling
routine with a dance number ,
Mr. Ferguson left the stage hav ing given the crowd his all , and
was repaid with a well-earned
standing ovation. It came to my
attention after the show that Mr.
Ferguson was suffering from a
cold, which makes his performance all the more impressive.
While Mr. Ferguson has left
New England for the next leg of
his tour , the Late Late Show airs
every weeknight at 12:35 A.M.
on CBS , providing viewers with
the p leasure of seeing one of the
best comedic performers today
in action. If you ' re finishing off
a long day of work , it 's a great
way to unwind before crashing
tor the ni ght.

By Raleigh Werner and Austin Sutherland, Resident Beer Experts I COMEDIENNE ALEXANDRA MCHALE

When one thinks of the rope
swing, often one reminisces
about summers by the lake or
that archetypal quaint , suburban home w i t h the p i c k e t
fence and the bi g tree in the
front yard.
However, after having sampled Rope Swing Summer
Pilsner for this week's beer
review, all that Apartment 147' s
beer review squad can think
about is pursuing elective
surgery to remove our taste
buds. This beer is, to put it
bluntly, abysmal.
After completing the second
installment in a Dwayne "The
Rock" Johnson movie marathon
this past weekend, we took a
brief reprieve from his earthshattering displays of testosterone to conduct the weekly beer
review. When we popped the tops

on the Rope Swing bottles and
took our first swigs, we were
taken aback by the abnormal texture and outlandish flavor of this
so-called pilsner. It seemed as if
the review was Doom~ed from the
first sip (No, Doom-eA is not an
error). Here 's The Rundown.
Brewed by what must have
been the Z-team summer interns
at the Red Hook Brewery, the
beer offers a nightmarish melange
of orange and molasses tang that
just doesn 't work. Co-analyst
Austin Sutherland deemed that he
has "never been closer to preferring Old Milwaukee to another
beer." Rope Swing is struggling.
However, let us not fall prey to
outright criticism. This beer did
have some redeeming qualities:
the state of Maine has quantified
the redemption value at five cents
a bottle. Can 't wait to cash in.

Perhaps these particular bottles
weren 't the brewery's best representatives. In their defense, it is
practically Fall Break, so we are
somewhat removed from the
summer season. And we did discover these babies in the 85 centsper-bottle bin at Joka 's Discount
Beverages. We also bought some
Shipyard Summer Ales out of the
same bin , and they tasted mildly
of rabies.
\
I suppose the moral of the story
is that being overly cheap with
your beer has consequences.
Physical , emotional and psychological consequences. In the
words of Jeremy Grey from
Wedding Crashers, "I'm gonna go
sec Dr. Finklestein and I'm gonna
tell him we have a whole new bag
of issues. We can forget about
C«01S lUr.P'-Art THE -OlBY ECHO
mom for a while. "
Popular comedienne Alexandra McHale performed
in Page Commons this past Saturday. She has
Have a great Fall Break !
appeared on The Toni ght Show w i t h Jay Leno and is a popular entertainer on college campuses.

V-ballstill searching First-place for Colby XC teams
By SARAH KIRKER
STAFF WRITER

The Colbv volleyball team went
into the week looking for us first
New Fngland Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) win.
but was unable to get the fob done
in three chance The week started
early for Colby with a Wednesday
nighl matchup against Bowdoin
and ended at Bates with games
against Middlehurv and Amherst
In their last game against Bow doin. Colby fell m three straig ht
sets. This time the Mules looked
poised to lake revenge on their rivals . onh to have
victory snatched
away at the last
second
The
match started off
well, w i t h Colby
taking the first
two
sets
b\
scores of 26-24
and 25-21.
Things quickly
went
downhill
w ith Bowdointaking the next three
by scoresof 25-19,
25-21. 15-10
Although the>
did not come avvav from the match
with a win, the Mules showed their
defensive muscle bv ending the
game with lour players recording 20
or more digs Maggie Taylor * 13 led
the team with 25 digs, while Clare
Reich ' I I had 24. Caitlm Burchill
12 contributed 22 and Kate Pleasants '14 ended w ith 20.
W h i l e it was the defense that
stole the stat sheet , the Mules
also put up some impressive offensive numbers Tay lor added
seven kills to her record w h i l e
Burchill racked up 1 1 kills and
two aces of her own. Pleasants
continued her run of exemplary
performances with 32 assists and
a pair of aces.
With their first NESCAC w i n
continuing to elude them. Colby
traveled to Bates to face Middlehurv and Amherst However, the
losing streak was doomed to continue as the Mules lost 3-1 to

Middlebury and 3-0 to Amherst
Colby fought hard against Middlebury. forcing four sets, but in
the end lost by a score of 25-17 .
21 -25, 25-18 , 25-12 Despite close
scores in the first three sets Colby
was unable to stand up to the Middleburv offense.
Defensively, Reich turned in another great performance racking up
20 defensive digs , while Hannah
Bowman '! 1 added nine more
along with three aces. Taylor also
had an impressive game, adding
seven kills and 15 digs to her stat
sheet Pleasants again played a key
role in the offense by recording 24
assists and also helped out on defense ending
the game with
10
digs
Heather Arv idson " 11 and
Lily KramltchTay loT '14 each
made important
contributions
Arv I d s o n
added
five
blocks and four
kills
while
Kramlich-Ta\lor slammed
five kills.
Colby 's last
match of the w eek was against
Amherst College on Saturday morning Colby came into the game
know ing thai this w ould be the challenge of the weekend Amherst is a
perennial volleyball powerhouse.
This season the Lord Jeffs have
once again proved their merit and
came into their match against
Colby confident and ready with a
9-1 record overall. However, the
Mules were far from easy prey The
match started off with two close
sets. Amherst winning 25-17 and
25-20 before the Lord Jeffs' offense finally overpowered the
Mules winning the last set by a
score of 25-8
This week Colby will face Husson on Wednesday before travelling to Williams for a NESCAC
tournament. The Mules will be
searching for their first league win .
this time at the expense of either
Williams or Hamilton.

The Colby volleyball team went
into the week
looking for its
first NESCAC win,
but was unable
to get the job
done in three
chances.

By NICK CUNKELMAN
STAFF WRITER

If cross-country simply means
the joy of racing, whether it be
over leaf-strewn trails or winter
snow , then on Saturday the Colby
men 's and women 's cross-country teams (of the former type)
hosted their first and onl y home
of the season featuring special
guests (of the latter type). And
over the five-mile course for the
men and the five-kilometer track
for the women, the Mules came
out strong.
On the men 's side, senior captain Andy Maguire won his final
race on the home course , edging
out teammate Tom Letourneau * 13
with a time of 29:07.69 (Letourneau finished in 29:18.37)
Then, as a testament to the
strength of Colby 's nordic skiing
team, the next three finishers—
Wyatt Fereday ' I I . Corey Park
' 12. and Paco DeFrancis '14—
rounded out the meet 's top five
with times of 29:26.01 , 30:09.52
and 30:11.28 , respectivel y.
Among competing teams
from Unity College. Thomas
College and University of Maine
at Machias. Colby 's cross-country and nordic squads took the
top t w o spots Also finishing in
the top ten for Colby 's autumn

race team were Chris Greenlee
'14 (30:39.41), Nick Papanastassiou '13 (30:53.91), Alex
Baicr '14 (31:01.48) and Ben
Smith '14(31:04.08).
"It was awesome to see Tom
and Andy close the race with
some fire ," said Brian Desmond
13 , who rested on Saturday
along with several more of the
Mules * top runners. "[It was the]
last race on our home course, so
Andy wasn't about to let anyone
beat him. And also some very
solid performances by the firstyears . Our course separates the
men from the boys, and many of
the younger guys stepped up to
the challenge. "
After the high-noon start for the
men , the women took to the course
at 12:45 and further proved the
Mules ' distance depth , despite
resting many of their top runners
as well. Nordic member Olga
Golovkina won the race with a
time of 19:17 and—after finishes
from Husson and Thomas runners
for second and third—p laces four
through 11 were a Colby sweep.
Morgan Lingar '13 (20:04.29),
Jessica Mullaney '11 (20:17.78),
Nora McCall ' I I (20:21.75), Jessica Moore '14 (20:25.30). Rachel
Frenkil '12 (20:28.93), Emily Arscnault '14 (20:39.58), Lauren
Dernbach '14 (20:44.01) and
Laura D u f f ' 13 (20:49.40) all con-

tributed to the 32nd-ranked Mules '
victory in the home meet, in which
Colby nordic finished second.
"1 was really pleased with our
results," said cross-country coach
Deb Aitken. "It was wonderful to
have Morgan, Nora , Laura and [senior co-captain] Debbie Merzbach
back and running well. Lauren
raced for the first time since the
Bates Wave race, Jessica Mullaney
had a season best race and Jessica
Moore and Rachel Frenkil had bi g
[personal records]. Overall , it was
a very productive race for everyone that participated. I believe our
depth just increased with the return

the 6000-meter race.
The Colby "B" boat clocked
in soon after, earning the seventh-p lace time 20:37.411. The
Mules ' "B" boat finished ahead
of other schools ' "A" boats ,
demonstrating Colby 's depth. In
varsity four-man racing, the
Mules finished 13th out of 27
boats with a time of 22:39 .503.
Senior Tim Corkum was
pleased with the team 's performance on Sunday. "Both crews
were happy with the results, but
both are also certain that we have
a lot of potential for speed and
growth that we 're going to tap into

over the next few w eeks,"
Corkum said after the race.
Colby 's ei ght-woman boat
placed 13th out of 19 boats with a
time of 23:21.178. In the fourwoman race, the Mules placed
ninth out of 26 boats, clocking in
at 25:19.46.
Senior
co-captain
Amy
P a u l e k a s shared C o r k u m " s
s e n t i m e n t s . "For the first regatta of the season , I t h i n k it
went w e l l . . . it was a great
way for us to figure out where
we stand and how we can improve from here. "
Coach Stew Stokes was also

CHOIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Magidre '11 (left) andLetourneau
'I'3f' inished 1-2 at the Colby •Invitational.
of these runners."
Merzbach added , "the Colby
women made Lower Trails look
good at the home meet, running
impressive times on a notoriously
technical course. Finishing in
strong packs (a huge goal and accomplishment in XC) has become
a trademark of the season."
The Mules ' next race is on Saturday at Open New Englands in
Boston 's Franklin Park. However,
for both teams, the eye of training
is aimed at October 16 in
Brunswick for the State of Maine
Championships as the apex of the
season comes ever nearer.

Crew squads race in Mass. Regatta
By ROBERT YEE
SPORTS EDITOR

The Colby College men 's and
women 's crew teams had their season opening regatta in Lowell ,
Mass. this past Sunday.
Competing at the Textile River
Regatta, the men placed two boats
in the top seven, while the women
took home 12th place.
The two men 's eig ht-man
boats p laced fourth and seventh.
The Colby "A" boat finished w ith
a time of 19 minutes. 59.223 seconds to secure the fourth spot in

pleased with the way his teams
performed in the opening race
of the season. "The team handled the first race of the year
fairly well... 1 was also curious
to gauge our fitness by having
many of the rowers race
twice... we 're moving in the
right direction. "
-Colby erew races in a short fall
season. Next weekend , the teams
will travel to Worcester, Mass. to
compete in the Quinsigamond
Snake Regatta before racing in
the hi ghly anticipated Head of the
Charles Regatta in Cambrid ge,
Mass. on October 23.
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Football gets win,
Bendit wins award
From FOOTBALL, Page 16
drive, in which Walsh had a
catch of 32 yards , pushed the
score to 28-7.
Middlebury responded with
a strong passing drive, which
saw
quarterback
Donald
M c K i l l o p comp lete a 24-yard
pass to Josh Amster for another touchdown.
At
28-14,
Shayne Begin
* 12 recovered a
fumble on the
Panthers ' 22yard line. Although
the
Mules
could
not score a
touchdown on
the
drive,
kicker David
'13
Bendit
made a 36-yard
field goal, upping the score
to 31-14.
In completing all five of his
extra points and
the long field
goal, Bendit was named the
NESCAC Special Teams Player of
the Week.
Middlebury continued to
fi ght , securing another score
with a six-yard run by McKillop
to complete a 44-yard drive.
Colby showed they weren't finished yet when Bums recovered a
Middlebury onside kick and carried it to the Panthers * 31-yard
line. To finish the drive > Kmetz
scrambled 22 yards to bring the
score to 38-21.
To finish off the high-scoring
final quarter, Middlebury had a

quick nine-play, 70-yard drive mat
ended when McKillop connected
with Matt Rayner on a four-yard
scoring pass. Again, the Panthers
attempted an onside kick, which
Burns recovered for the second
time in a row.
Kmetz, who was a part of four
of the five touchdowns scored by
the Mules, finished with 259
yards passing and 68 yards rushing. Conor Tidgewell M l added
91 yards on 22
carries , Merwin
had
four
catches for 84
yards
and
Walsh had three
catches for another 65 yards.
Ryan Murphy '11 led
Colby's
defense with a
game-high nine
tackles.
Tom
Duffy '12 had
eight stops and
D e r r i c k
'13
Ed Mestieri Beasley
Head Coach added two interceptions and
seven tackles.
Coach Ed Mestieri was
pleased with the solid game
played by the Mules. "It was a
good display of complementary
football—offense, defense and
special teams. People stepped up
in all three areas to make gamedeciding types of plays. Whenever they made a move to gain
momentum, we responded."
The Mules are looking forward to maintaining their high
level of play as they host Wesleyan on Saturday, October 9.
"[It was a] good win ," Walsh
said. "On to the next one."

It was a good
display of
complementary
football—offense , defense
and special
teams. People
stepped up in
all three areas.

Men s soccer def eats
Middlebury in 2 OT
From MEN'S SOCCER, Page 16
The second half was scoreless,
but thrilling nonetheless. Colby was
called for a foul with about twenty
minutes left when a Panther
jumped on the back of a Mule defender. Peter Williams ' 11 was the
fan favorite, playing midfield on
the fan's side of the field. Williams
battled waves of Panthers including
Alex Colucci, Robbie Redmond,
Jake Edwards and Tyler Smith
The first of the two ten-minute
overtime periods went by without a
score. The second overtime looked
to be the same until Aubin headed a
Jeremy Lachtrupp '12 cross that hit
the base of the left post, bounced
back and rebounded off the diving
goalie into the net, ending the game
and beginning the celebration.
Head coach Mark Serdjenian
said, "It was a terrific win against a
well-coached and talented Middlebury team. We worked tremen-

decision over the University of
Massachusetts at Boston. The Sunday contest began at noon and was
taken squarely by the Mules in a 90 thrashing.
First-years Matt Carroll and
Jack Bryant took their first doubles match together in a dual
match with an 8-3 victory in the
one spot for Colby, while the second and third pairings both
cruised to 8-0 victories.
The singles matches were highlighted by hard fought battles at the
top two spots. Junior Tom Kimball
and first-year Jason Ottomano both
took home tough victories over
strong opponents in the one and
two spots, respectively, and helped
lead the Mules to a 6-0 singles
sweep of UMass-Boston. Than

Moore '12, Matt Mantikas *13,
Bryant and Carroll all won their
singles matches with ease.
Coach Wang had high praise
for Kimball following his match.
"I was pleased with the way
Tommy Kimball competed at the
[number one] spot. I have always
felt that Tommy had all the shots
in his tool box to be a solid
player." Wang was especiall y
pleased with Kimball's increasing
discipline and focus. "One area
that Tommy is getting better at is
being disciplined during matches
and making good decisions, and
not leaving his opponents too
many openings."
Coach Wang also addressed the
youth of this year 's squad. "We
still have a fairly young team.
Among the top six singles spots in
Sunday's match, four were occupied by underclassmen... I was

From FIELD HOCKEY, Page 16
one-goal win. Gerrity noted, "Last
year we didn 't belong on the same
field as that team. This year we
gave them a run and they got
pretty lucky."
In the first half of play the Mules
outshot their opponents 13-5 and
had five penalty comers compared
to the Panthers ' one. With just
under 11 minutes remaining in the
half, Heather Quadir ' 11 was able
to push the ball through in a scramble in front of the net, earning her
fourth goal of the season. The

pleased with the way the underclassmen played... I think as [the
first-years] get more match play,
they will come into their own and
results will start to happen."
The team will look to build off
this success as they travel to Bates
College next weekend for the Wallach Invitational Tournament.The
young team will try to remain focused and to continue their winning ways in the final weekend of
competition this fall.
The women's team will also
finish their fall season this coming
weekend with four matches in the
Boston area. On Friday, they will
take on the women of Wetlesley
College before moving on to Babson and Wheaton over the weekend. The Lady Mules will close
out their four-match southern
swing with a match at Simmons
College on Monday.

Women s soccer f allsto Panthers

NICK lOOiCE/THE COLBY ECHO

Alex Yorke '14 goesfor a header while MarissaSimmons '12 tracks the ball during Colby s 2-0 toss on Satitrdqy.
From WOMEN, Page 16
able to get many more long
shots off at goal , Bennett was on
the trajectory of each shot and
did not allow another score. The
great disci p line instilled by
coach Holsten in the team, disp layed by the whole bench
standing for the duration of the
game, continued to show its

fruits with controlled passing
and many chances that included
shots at the 47th minute by Kate
Laxson , 62nd minute b y Kat
McCarrick, 64th minute by
Annie Papadellis, and a moment
of confusion in the box that led
to the ball skidding just right of
the goal at the 87th minute.
Despite the tough loss, Colby
showed that they were able to
keep up with a Middlebury team

dously hard and didn't make anything easy for them." Coach Serdjenian added, "One of our Colby
men's soccer core values is * w«
play through to the final whistle
and we are relentless both in practice and in matches.' A commitment to that strength from withir
was rewarded."
The midweek game at USM
ended in a scoreless tie. Joslip
started his first game in net, making eight saves and earning his first
shutout. Andrew Meisel * 13 led the
team with five shots. Colby had a
5-0 advantage in comer kicks in
the first half.
The Colby men move into the
second half of their season with
two home games. The first was
last ni ght's 3-1 win over the
University of Maine at Farmington. The Mules will host a big
game versus Tufts at 3:00 on
Saturday. Come support the
team if you 're still on campus
for fall break.

Poulin nets 50th point

Men 's tennis hosts alumni match
From TENNIS, Page 15

I DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK

that beat them 3-0 last year. With
seven games left in the season,
Colby will need to move forward
from this game quickl y. Coach
Holsten is determined to do this
by "recognizing our mistakes,
and working on finishing."
With games against the University of Maine-Farmington
Wednesday and Tufts Saturday,
Colby will have a chance to do
just that at home this week.

Mules continued to outplay the
Panthers and finished the first half
leading 1-0.
During halftime, Middlebury
made major adjustments in offensive strategy and coverage, limiting Colby's options in the middle
of the field. The second half
marked a turnaround in scoring
opportunities in which Middlebury
outshot Colby 14-4 and had a 7-2
advantage in penalty comers. 1:10
into the second half, the Panthers
converted on a loose ball in front
of the Mules ' net to tie the score.
The second goal for the Panthers
came from a comer and proved to
be the game-winning tally with
11:11 left to play. Colby goalkeeper Liz Fontaine '11 had another impressive game for the
Mules with eight saves in the second half and eleven in the game.
The Mules move to 3-4 overall
and 0-4 in the NESCAC, losing
three of their league games by only
one goal.
The Mules will travel to St.
Joseph's for a game on Wednesday
night and will play host to the
Tufts Jumbos on Saturday.

Golf 6th at
NESCACs'
From GOLF. Page 16
Nate Ellis *14 (85 , 81 , 166).
Coach Jim Tortorella was p leased
with the team 's individual performances, praising their improvement from day one to day
two. Martin, Huber and Smith all
finished inside the top 20 performers in the qualifier, something that Tortorella considers
particularly impressive considering the strength of the competition and the circumstances.
"This tournament was two days
of really competitive golf and
these guys played real well ," he
said after the tournament.
Colby 's team was one of the
youngest in the tournament , as
has been the case often this season. With that youth comes a relative lack of experience that can
hurt the team in playoff scenarios. "Some of our guys aren 't familiar with this course, which is
definitely a challenge. Our youth
is a strength and a weakness."
Coach Tortorella said.
With all the starters from this
year's squad set to return next year,
those following Colby golf can expect improved performance and
consistency going forward. The
team possesses tremendous upside
and potential, but because the team
did not place high enough to qualify for the championship in the
spring, the 2010 golf season has
come to a close.
There is reason for optimism ,
however; Mule golf figures to be a
powerhouse in the years to come.

Nick Aubin '13
SPORT:
Soccer

POSITION:

Midfielder
HOMETOWN:
Simsbury, Conn.

^k ^\

JLw

P0'"*8 th,s season

WHY: Aubin, who entered the week tied for the
team lead in points, scored two huge goals, including one with just 35 seconds left in the
second overtime to lift Colby over a powerhouse Middlebury team. Aubin added a goal in
Tuesday's 3-1 win over UMaine-Farmington. The
super sophomore is currently tied for fourth
place in points in the NESCAC.

Cross-country
teams earn first
in home meet

Crew teams
open seasons
in Lowell, Mass.
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Mules dominateMiddlebury,38-27 2 OTwin for Mules

NICK 10DICE/THE COLBY ECHO

Defensive back Shayne Begin '12 (far left) makes a tackle while Nick Tucker '11 (far right) tries to get off a block in Colby s' 38-27 win.
By DANIELLE DAJTCH
STAFF WRITER

The Colby College Mules defeated the visiting Middlebury
Panthers 38-27 in their first home
game of the season Saturday at
Seavems Field.
The Mules earned their first
New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) win
and handed the Panthers their

first loss.
The Mules tallied five touchdowns and a field goal, enough to
beat the Panthers' four touchdowns.
In this high-scoring game,
Colby and Middlebury combined for 846 yards of offense.
The two teams also combined
for eight turnovers.
Colby 's first score came when
defensive end Ryan Veillette '13
recovered a fumble on the Panther 's 30-yard line. Five plays
later, Connor Walsh '12 ran into
the end zone from four yards out.

The next score came midwa>
through the second quarter, wheri
Spencer Merwin '12 caught ei
touchdown pass from quarterback;
Nick Kmetz '12 to finish off a 69yard drive.
Middlebury got on the scoreboard when Andrew Plumle>
carried the ball into the enc1
zone after defensive back Connor Green intercepted a pas:i
from Kmetz. An unnecessar> '
roughness penalty on Colb>
moved the ball to the Mules
20-yard line.

With the score at 14-7 , the
Mules comp leted a 98-yard
drive in 10 p lays that saw
Kmetz complete a 20-yard
touchdown pass to Patrick
Burns '11. Merwin contributed
with a 30-yard catch on the first
play of the drive.
At the beginning of the final
quarter, it was Burns who found
the end zone once again, this
time on a 35-yard pass from
Kmetz. The 85-yard scoring
See FOOTBALL, Page 15
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Four Mules in
the top 20 at
NESCACs
By TIM BADMINGTON
STAFF WRITER

The Colby golf team finished in
sixth place this weekend at the annual New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
Golf Championship Qualifier twoday tournament this past weekend.
The tournament was held at Shuttle Meadow Country Club where
the Trinity College Bantams, the
defending champions , play their
home matches.
Colby 's top five players , making up the scoring team at the tournament , posted a combined mark
of 625 strokes on the weekend.
The Mules began the weekend
with a 314 score on Saturday and
improved on that total with a 311
on Sunday. The top four teams at
the qualifier , who will go on to
play at the championshi p tournament in the spring, were Middlebury (scoring a tournament-low
585), Williams (597), Amherst
(598) and Trinity (609). Middlebury played to a tie with Williams
on the first day with shared scores
of 295, but the Panthers topped
that total with 290 strokes on Sunday to bring home first place.
Individually, Colby 's golfers
performed very consistently as
they have all season. Taggert
Martin *13 led the Mules , shooting a 75 on Saturday and a 77 on
Sunday for a total of 152 strokes.
Martin was followed by Tri pp
Huber '13 (79, 77, 156), Harry
Smith '12 (80, 76, 156), Thomas
Lampert '12 (84, 80, 164) and
See GOLF, Page 15
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Nick Rosen-Wachs '09 turns f o r cover as first-year Matt Carroll looks to tattoo him with a volley.

Men 's tennis beats UMass
By HILBERT SCHENCK
STAFF WRITER

The first weekend in October
was a busy one for the Colby
men's tennis team, playing
matches both days this past weekend. Saturday saw the current
squad take on a group of alumni.
The match format was two rounds
of doubles and two rounds of ab-

breviated singles matches. The
winner was determined by the
team with the most combined
games won.
The alums included current
assistant
coaches
Bryan
Brown '09 and Jim Beg in '67 ,
Nick Rosen-Wachs '09 , Tim
Fuhriman '09 , Zack Schuman
'08 , Tracy Nale '07 and Bobb y
Post '11 posing as an alum.

The full contingent of players
from the current squad partici pated as they secured a victory over the alums in the final
round , eventuall y taking the
contest by 17 games.
In the second match of the
weekend, the team, led by head
coach Doanh Wang, won a strong
See TENNIS, Page 15
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Field hockey 1-1on week
By KATHERINE MCCARRICK
STAFF WRITER

The Colby field hockey team
shut out Thomas College on Tuesday night when co-captain Meryl
Poulin '11 recorded her 50th career point. Poulin , a two-time allNESCAC (New England Small
College Athletic Conference) selection , lead the Mules to a 6-0

victory, scoring three goals. The
senior midfielder has recorded 17
goals and 16 assists in her career at
Colby, with five goals and three
assists this year.
The other three goals against
Thomas came from Caitl yn Lancaster ' 12, Olivia Lattanzi ' 11 and
Lucy Gerrity '13. The Mules ' offense outshot Thomas 37-1. Goalkeepers Casey Atwater '12 and
Michelle Burt ' 14 earned the
shutout , each playing a half in goal
for Colby.
Though the Mules outshot , outpossessed and outscored Middlebury in the first half of Saturday 's

game, the Panthers owe their eventual 2-1 victory to a drastic shift in
play in the second half. While the
result wasn 't what the Mules
wanted, "the whole game was really good field hockey," said midfielder Gerrity.
During the week leading up to
the match, Colby practiced a new
defense to use against the nthranked Middlebury attack , and it
showed. Last year 's competition
against Middlebury ended in a 7-0
loss for the Mules while this year
the Panthers barely managed a
See FIELD HOCKEY, Page 15
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Andrew Meisel ' 13 makes a move in Colby s 2-1 win over Middlebury.
By DAVID LOWE
STAFF WRITER

The Colby men's soccer team
shocked the NESCAC (New England Small College Athletic Conference) this past Saturday with a
2-1 win over previously undefeated, previously un-scored upon
and previously third-ranked in New
England Middlebury College.
Sophomore
sensation Nick
Aubin scored
both goals , including
the
double
overtime game winner with 35
seconds
left.
"The game was
huge for the
Mark
program
and
the message we
wanted to send
to the rest of the NESCAC. This
isn 't the same team as in years
past and we're not looking to just
make the p layoffs anymore,"
Aubin said in a post game interview outside the locker room.
The weekend victory capped
off an eight-day, four-game
stretch for the Mules. On September 29 , Colby played the
University of Southern Maine
(USM) to a 0-0 tie. The Mules

have gone 1-1-0 since a 4-0 loss
to Bowdoin , bring ing their
record to 4-3-1 overall and 2-3-0
in the NESCAC.
Saturday was the men 's
team 's Code Blue game and the
fans came in numbers . The Panthers and Mules battled back
and forth for the first 30 minutes without scoring a goal.
Middlebury struck first in the
33rd minute. Otis Pitney, a junior Panther, received the ball in
the right side
of the box ,
faked inside ,
beat
a
defender to the
outside
and
ripped a shot
far post past
goalie
Ben
'12.
Joslin
Joslin , in his
second
conSerdjenian secutive start ,
allowed only
Head Coach
one goal in
nearly
110
minutes of play.
Colby responded before the end
of the half with the first of two
Aubin goals. Matias Rodlauer '14
was on the assist as he "skimmed
the ball backwards off his head
[and] 1just placed it in the comer
with the outside of my left ," Aubin
said of the first goal that Middlebury has surrendered all season.

We play through
to the final
whistle, and we
are relentless in
both practice
and matches.

See MEN'S SOCCER, Page 15

3-0 win for soccer
By THOMAS ATTAL
STAFF WR ITER

Following a tough loss to
Williams, the Colby women 's
soccer team was looking to get
back on the right track this week
in their home games against
Maine
Maritime Academy
(MMA) and Middlebury.
The game against MMA provided the perfect opportunity for
Colby to bounce back. Colby
dominated the whole game, allowing onl y one shot on goal as
opposed to the 29 they fired at
the MMA net.
Colby 's streak of 204 minutes without a goal ended with
junior Katie Palano's unassisted
goal 19 minutes into the game.
Co-captain Mari Crommett ' 11
doubled the lead with a beautiful shot over the goalie 's head
at the 66th minute. Colby put
the finishing touches on a deci-

sive victory with Marissa Simmons '12's goal at the 82nd
minute. Jayde Bennett continued her masterful comeback
season with her fourth shutout
in six games.
When asked to comment on
Bennett 's performance, coach
Jen Holsten said, "Jayde has been
p laying very well and consistently. She has worked tirelessly."
Desp ite Bennett 's best efforts , with spectacular saves
at the 12th , 19th , 42nd , 57th ,
83rd and 86th minutes, Colby
was not able to hold off Middlebury four days later. Middlebury having cap italized on
two opportunities at the 25th
and 43rd minutes to take a 20 lead.
After the half , Coach Holsten
decided to "p lay three forwards,
which forced us to take out a
back. You know, anytime you
are trying to get an equalizer,
some holes may open at the
back." While Middlebury was
See WOMEN, Page 15

